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s tudies of the perfognaase of ^.aiQPHOHM AMGUSTIPOLIPi: L o 
and SPHAGCTRI RECUHVUTJ Lo along an ecological Bg-adiento 
IKTRQDUCTIDW. 
Ths 'soiessse" of production ecolosr i s a t present 
time -the only i n -She s-tage of the c o l l e c t i o n asid c o l l a t i o n 
of informa-tlono 
Production data r e l a t i n g to various species i n t t e i r 
s p e c i f i c h a b i t i a t s of vaarious definable ecosystems has been 
gathered together, but i t i s very d i f f i c u l t to drae any 
oomrete conclusions from, the data col lected from such 
varying souroeso 
The information forming Ute bas ic staruoture of t h i s 
nsCT science has n i t y e t been col lected f o r the f o l l o y i n g 
reasons jo 
1 ) I t i s vir-bually impossible to d i s t ingu i sh bet!7een 
the endogenous and exogenous information^ e i that 
informa-bion formed by a n organism as a d i r e c t oonsaguonce 
of i t s s p e c i f i c na-ture, habi tat and performa^e, and that 
Information formed a s a r e s u l t of the random ^ r i a t i o n i n 
these resul tso 
2 ) There ha.s been no d is t inguishing of the v a r i a t i o n 
be-fc{7een s i t e s , and a l s o too madti -variation v/ithin s i t e s 
(both due -fao random dis-tr lbution) to make t h i s time 
consuming operat on as methodolo|^ of data co l l ec t ion 
and sort ing -worth - d i i l eo 
Information l ink ing -the product on and mineral 
c y c l i n g of s p e c i f i c eoosys-fcems and the ir component species 
e x i s t s a t the present timco BAZ ILEVICH (1968-) -h§re i s 
already enough information co l lected to shov7 s p e c i f i c 
di f ferences i n the se a t t r ibutes between phytogcographically 
d i s t i n c t a r e a s , eg between ecosystem ccanponenta of the major 
world vegetat on be l t s o There i s a a yet l i t t l e information 
regarding v a r i a t i o n between ecosystem igrpes v/ i thin such ^^mii 
phytogeographically d i s t i n c t regionso i 1 ft 
" ARY 
The re lated study o f phytosooiolo^ al lows f o r tha 
disoemraeat and regognition o f species c h a r a c t e r i s t i c to the 
s p e c i f i c ro les carr ied out i n the production e c o l o ^ studieso 
These species are selected object ively from a 'matrix of 
information' b u i l t up from objective study ajid data c o l l e c t i o n 
i n the habi tats of the suspected species o I n these s p e c i f i c 
habitats however, the species grow and f i n d t h s i r ' f u l l 
e3q)ression's i n the s p e c i f i c niche into which thqjr have 
evolved J, to be adapted as c l o s e l y and as f u l l y as poss ib le 
to exp lo i t to the maximum the factor© ex i s t ing i n that 
habitat where thsy w i l l assuredly f ind t h e i r greatest 
perfoftaanoeo I t i s to be noted that there are no references 
to any invest igat ion into the degree of adaptation of p lants 
to the ir natural habitato 
P h y t o s o c i o l o ® r hasj, f o r Europe, produced a systea of 
vege ta t ioml c l a s s i f i c a t i o n which allor/s the regognition of 
f l o r i s t i c u n i t s ; associations]) a l l iancesj , orders , and c lasses 
which have t h e i r s p e c i f i c phytogeogsaphical meaning o 
BRAUN-=BLMQUET (1932) , Although these uni ts cannot be 
regarded a s ecosystems i n the true sense of the \70rd, they are 
pppula t i (» i s o f primary producers evolved under s p e c i f i c 
ab io t i c ( h a b i t a t ) conditionso 
I n az^ success ion coniplex eg the mire l\ydrosere thero i s 
an in terre la ted chain of b i o t i c and ab io t i c factors i n the 
habitato This interwoven chain i n brougiht about and furthers 
i t s e l f l a the pr cess of energy f ixat iono As th i s 'energr 
f l u x of succession' dr ives along and causes vast changes i n the 
microenvironmental fac tors one might expect c e r t a i n species 
able to tolerate these changes- i n the enviroxment to shot? a 
marked var ia t ion i n performanoes through the sucnes s ion of 
f l o r i s i s i c a l l y determinable con^jonents of a serco One 
could therefor® use the varying environmental f&ctors to 
i n v e s t i ^ t e an d e l i m i t the factors to which these p a r t i c u l a r 
spec ies are s e n s i t i v e © 
I n order to invest igate the above statements to a 
greater extent , and to t r y to understand the process of 
environmental p l a a t i c i a a t i o n i n performance and gz^"^ 
the fol lowing potent ia l ly f r u i t f u l l i n e of invest igation 
i s suggestedo I t l i n k s phytosoc io lo^ wi-Sx production 
ecolosr and i s intended to measiuro the primary produsitioa 
and mineral c y c l i n g of the soc io log ica l un i t and the ir 
component species over the i r phytogeographical raag3o 
To. tes t the f e a s a b i l i - ^ of this approach i t was 
decided to study the performance measured as net a e r i a l 
production of two species which are c h a r a c t e r i s t i c of a 
s p e c i f i c phytosooiological uni t over an environmental 
gradient0 
The two species selected were TSRIOrHOSOI] 
AMGUSTIFOLHES and SPHAGMUM REOUHVUM both typ ica l 
ooiaponent species of the OXYCOCCO ° SPHAGI^TSAo The 
environmental gradient was that created by hydroseral 
svsccessioa from q^ea mire communities, referable to the 
Order ERICO SimOI^TiiEIA of tiie c l a s s OXYCOGCO 
SPHAGKETEA, to closed mire forest re ferab le to the order 
VACIWIO P I C E T A L I A of the c l a s s VACII^IO PIOTTSAo 
The method selected and developed was one ;.f 'growth 
a m l y s i s ' i n the f i e l d and w i l l be ca l l ed 
SINGLE SE=ECr5S IKCBBLIBKT CROPPIWGo 
THE SUCCESSION (Siannary) 
This i s ; -
QPEW JJIRR — ? CLOSED FOREST» 
This seems to be the only v a r i a b l e , the s e r a i s-tages 
being edaphical ly and hydrologioally similaro The peat 
consistency, oonstituen-ts and nutr ient contents bcii:;; of the 
saipr order of magnitude, i f not being quite i d e n t i c a l , through 
the s e r a i suocessiono 
The var iab le chosen f o r invest igat ion was therefore 
STABILISATION OP THE PIAT SDRPACEo 
Through t h i s fao t a r the system \TSLS b u i l t up through the process 
of e n e r ^ accumulation i n thd substrate , and f i j : » l l y the 
v e r t i c a l extension of the plant habitato Through t h i s method 
of s o i l consdida-feion and v e r t i c a l p lant growth the ecosystem 
was extended v e r t i c a l l y upvard to a considerable degree o 
There m s however no downraard v e r t i c a l extension of the 
ecosystem, th is being shown by the f a c t that a l l the f o r e s t 
tree roots are to be found only i n the upper itO cmso of the 
substrate 
SM3TIQW OF S P ' ^ I F S o 
ERIOPHORIM ANGUSTIPOLIUM = th is species i s founS throughout the 
mire s y s t e a , and i s c h a r a c t e r i s t i c of thos areas termed 
•-transition mires" (see phytosoeiology section)o Also i t 
u s u a l l y f inds i t s optimal expression i n open areas p a r t i c u l a r l y 
the EHICO SPHAGKSTALIA of the c l a s s OXYBOCCO SPHAffiSTSAo 
SPHAGNUM R^ iCDRVDM <=> t h i s species a l so i s c h a r a c t e r i s t i c of 
t r a n s i t i o n mires , and i s found throughout the miro sys-fcemo 
I n a su|iplementary/tej that of EHIOPHORUM AKGDSTITOLIULI i t 
u s u a l l y f inds i t s optimal expression i n the shade, often i n 
the VACCDilO P I C E T A L I A OP TSR CLASS VACCINIO PICETSAo 
Caa^AflISOI\!S BSTk/'ilEW PLOTS o 
Calculat ions 
The graphs and histograms were erected from 
information derived from t h e i n i t i a l cropping and \7eighing 
r e s u l t s , i7hich containsd the mean v/eight, standard deviation 
of the mean, standard error of the mean and f i n a l l y the 
standard l i m i t of tiie meano Figures were calculated for 
a l l the various organs of the plants o 
D i s c u s s i o a 8 ° 
The r e s u l t s of ths incranent croppings ars shown i n 
table of appendix ,as i n f i g o o L'ors deta i led 
breakdowns of the f igures are shown i n f i g o « 
For the above data i t may be seen thats-^-
Open Sphagnum l a ^ community referable to the 
SCHEUGHZ152IO CARICET^A PUSCAEo Here iSriophorum 
Angustifolium, act ing as a pioneer p lant , shows i t s 
poorest perfOTEanse, peak standing crop being i n l a t e June, 
Peak standing crop gmnmes per indiv idual , 
Area 2 
Peak standing crop io s imi lar to the above, but a t th i s 
s i t e there i s a more s t a b i l i s e d sphagnum lawno The stand of 
Eriophorum i s dense and one would si^pose i t to be under the 
. e f f e c t s of in traspeo i f io ooatpetitiono 
Peak stand lag erop i s not s i g n i f i c a n t l y higher than a t 
s i t e 1, but the peak standing crSp i s a t l e a s t 14 days e a r l i e r « 
Peak standing orop grammes per individualc 
The Eriophrvsi i s growing as a shade plant of the herb 
l a y e r of a dense pins foresto FIKUS SILVSSTRISo 
I t s peak s-tandi^s crop i s s i g n i f i c a n t l y greater than a t 
-the other three s i t e so Also , a f t e r p@ak standing crop i s 
atteiinea there i s rapid and nassive lo s s to l i t t e r , not 
shoim a t any other sitOo 
Peak standing crop granaa^ per ird iv idualo 
Area 5 
Eriophorum i s here growing as par t of a diverse , mixed 
oommvuiity t y p i c a l of the 0JCYC0C3C0 SFBL\GMBTSA. 
Peak standing crop i s here very indeterminateo There 
are indicat ions of an e a r l y and a l a t e peak which i s discussed 
i n the Addendum on bienniol perennielismo 
Peak standing crop grammca per individualo 
CHBiaCAL A M L Y S I S o 
The r e s u l t s of t te chemical ana lys i s are shorai I n 
table of appendix , i n f igo o Llore detai led 
breakdown and a recombination of the chemical ana lys i s w i a 
production f igures gives the "POTASSIDL' PLUS' uhich aro shcron 
i n f i g o 
Potassium R e s u l t s ! ° 
I n a l l eases i t may be seen that Pot \ssium i s removGd from 
the leaves a t or before deatho I t may be seen as an in torgra l 
par t of e f f i c i e n t r e c y c l i n g of th is minera l , unless a rapid 
' m s h out" i s assumed» 
S i m i l a r r e s u l t s have been shotm by Jo R i e l e y for 
CAREX PLAGCA and CAREX PANIC^A^ a l so manbers of the Family 
CYPERACEA^ with T^JUQPHO-^IPI AI^GUSTIFOLIULIO 
Ref , i J o R i e l y Ph D thesis (196?) Dumah UniVo Bote D c p t o ) 
I t -would appear that t h i s i s analogous to the prooosa of 
recyc l ing as shown a l so by Goodman and Perkins for 
Eiophorum vaginatuao 
refo (Goodman go To and FSRKIKS Do Po (1^9) I^ture vol 184 
pp467 =4680) 
I t i s in t ere s t ing to no-t;e that only a t s i t e 4 i s there aqy 
s i g n i f i c a n t l y l a r g e r Potassium content per gramme o This 
indicates a be t t er supply of t h i s mineral a t the s i t e , 
probably due to nutr ients f a l l i n g as pine needles from the 
tree canopyo However, as the withdrawal of potassium fi-om 
the dead leaves v-/duld appear to be j u s t as e f f i c i e n t a t this 
si-fee, one would suppose -that sa turat ion of the requirement of 
t&e species have not yet been reached. 
DISCUSSION 8= 
The technique o 
The technique of s ig^le species increment cropping has 
been developed i n order to con^jare the 'performance" of 
spec i e s , measured.as n s t t annual productiono 
The progress curves of the cotton gr&ss with the ir 
r^iarkably small standard errors and standard l i m i t s , 
indicated on the graphs show that th i s is a useful and v a l i d 
technique o 
P i g shows the theoret ica l situationo 
Using th i s techniqueeverything i s measured except the 
l o s s to l i t t e r o The assun^tion i s that the a c t u a l l o s s 
can be d i r e c t l y obtained by adding azty decreases e i ther i n 
the deadleaves or dead sheaves. There i s no other poss ible 
source of l i t t e r for i t cannot come from the l i v e sheaves 
or leaves i n the sheet in terva l of two weeks between 
croppingo Aay l i t t e r must come from the dead plant organso 
One f a c t must be born i n rrdndo Using th is technique the 
worker must make deta i l ed observations of the plants each 
time the s i t e i s v i s i t edo A good v i s u a l assessment of the 
growth processes musib be obtainedo Therefore i t would seem 
reasonable to assxame that any p o s i t i v e increment between 
sample dates does a c t u a l l y represent a gain i n t i s sue mass 
and thereifore a measure of nett production may be ob-te.ined 
by adding theseo 
Hov/ever i t must be assumed that there i s no lo s s from 
a p a r t i c u l a r . r a c t i o n of the plant i f there i s a gain 
observedo For example, while a f r a c t i o n A of the p lant 
i s inereas ing r a p i d l y i t must be assumed that there i s no 
l o s s to Bo I n f a c t both processes could wel l be taking 
place J that i s botli growing and dying proceses w i l l occur 
but the former a t a greater rate than the l a t t e r so 
obviat iag i t i n i t s e n t i r e t y » 
Ther i s l i t t l e or no eviflence a v a i l a b l e however from 

the observatioxB axid the experimental data that there i s a 
ooxistant axid massive loss of na te r la l from the plant vrhich 
i s a c tua l ly maskij^ the amount of production which ±i taking 
place0 The observations ahem a regularised sequence of 
GROWTH, D^ATH and LOSS; not a continuous f l u x continuing ast 
a basic l e v e l f o r a l l three factorso 
As shovm above the sequence o f growth, death and loss 
are d i s t i n c t pzxjcesses which are accelerated and slotved down 
a t various par ts o f the annual growth cycle o f the planto 
I t must be emphasised that groirth i s not a continuous 
process whose o v e r a l l rate i s changedo I t i s i n f a c t the 
sum e f f e c t of a number o f sub-operations v/hose rates d i f f e r 
a t varying but overlapping periods of the year. 
I t seems reasonable to assume therefore that the 
measur^ents and the calculations have some absolute meaning. 
They are used as such w i t h i n the context of the f o l l a d n g 
discussiono 
There i s a f u r l i i e r unknown factoro A l l estimates of 
production from measurement o f the biomass are open to 12ie 
c r i t i c i s m that there i s an unknown quanti ty of dieback 
occuring between cropping dates o To minimise th is source 
o f error the croi-ping dates were as close together as 
possible and th i s was f i x e d a t ome every fourteen days t o 
emble the vast task o f dissect ion, sortings weighing aEri 
the f u r t h e r trcalanent of the plant to be coMpleted before 
the next croipingo 
ADVAKTAG3S OP THE TECHWiqUEo 
The techniqiss described above has a number o f advan-teiges 
over otiier methodsj eg the biomasstechniques usually employed, 
1) I t i s a rapid technique i n tha t only a few individuals 
are cropped and weighed on each occasion,* rather then the 
i n t e i m i m b l e so r t i ng necessary v4ien dealing v-ith t o t a l 
cropping of known f i x e d areas o 
eg. ^ I^GAiElT and ^AJS methos using paired p l o t s 
Nevertheless so r t ing of the na t e r i a l s t i l l took up a 
s i g n i f i c a n t p o r t i o n of the uhole available experimental timOo 
2) The s e t t i ng up o f conplicated and cost ly enclosures uas 
not necessary, f o r i f any plant was founf to be damaged i n any 
way a t a l l a f t e r cropping, i t could be and m s discardsdo 
3) There v/sro enough (30) sanples obtainable and obtained 
a t most of the oroppings to allov7 a t least scsaa s t a t i s t i c a l 
treatmento The most valuable calculat ions were 'those of 
standard error and standard l i m i t o The problsns of 
producing coiparable s t a t i s t i c a l estimates using th3 paired 
p l o t technique w u l d ahve been enoiamous unless a vas t ly 
larger ntimber o f workers had been employed o 
I t i s in?)ortant to r ea l i se that one of the fevr 
advaniages . f the mox^ time consuming method using paired 
p lo t s i s that accurate p l o t production f igures are d i r e c t l y 
ava i lab le . These f igures are however er.sily obtained using 
the method simply by m u l t i p l y i n g the mean ind iv idua l p lan t 
production f igures by the mean number o f individuals per 
vmit area w i t h i n "Ihe community. 
4) The growth pa t te rn o f the species i n each p l o t can be 
obtained using t h i s method hence PHRRKOLOGICAL 
J ^HifORIdAKCE (performance throughout a f ixed and named period 
of t ime) o f each species w i t h i n each p l o t can be assessedo 
5 ) Any chemical a m l y s i s performed w i l l give a di rect 
ins ight i n t o the role of ihe species w i t h i n i t s specif ic 
community and the mizisral cyc l ing o f the p lan t w i t h i n this 
spec i f ic hab i ta t community or ecosystem i n quanti ty and 
qxiality ( i e d i f f e r e n t ions) and i n time 
SUiffiMRYo 
This method even though r e l a t i v e l y simple to carry out 
when ccrapared w i t h the "plot" biomass techniques appears to 
give meaningful resu l t s f o r the comparative studies of 
performance o f species between siteso 
Also i t gftves the worker the p o s s i b i l i t y o f dissecting 
the primary producers of an ecosystem, studying each 
separately at f i r s t , then fo l lowing th is stage w i t h deta i led 
study reassembling the ecosystem to obtain rasults per u n i t 
areao 
I t i s argued t h a t sush a study a?, this takes no longer 
t d i a n ^ u a l l y r^resents a considerable saving o f time when 
compared w i t h any o f the cur ren t ly used techniques i n the 
study o f p r ina ry produotiono 
I n contrast to these other, more gensj-ally used 
techniques, i t appears to ye i ld much more detai led 
infoinnation about the makeup of the ecosystem and i s 
therefore o f much greater value to the ecologisto 
The method however seems applicable only to the ae r i a l 
p o r t i o n of the plantso 
ADD7,NDUM„ 
There i s ore f u r t h e r in te res t ing problem i n the 
i n t e r p r e t a t i o n of t t e data collected on the TTIIQPHORUIJ 
ANGUSTIFOLIUM. The species seems to exhib i t Hie phenomenon 
of • B I S M T ' I J I^^NOTSLISJi" which has been investigated and 
substantiated by other workers o 
Each shoot i s p i i re ly vegetative f o r one year, iiisrhizomes 
producing leaves and extending the root system i n that ysaro 
I t i s not u n t i l the f o l l o w i n g yea? that the p lant f lowers , 
f r u i t s , and produoes more rhizomeso Detailed phrenological 
knowledge o f each species i s therefore essential before the 
method can be usedo 
ROOT B.vt»roM6 
APPENDIX I 
ft'olicB.narj surveys. 
Thess uere compL.tcd I n tho IHchaolmass Torin o f 196G, and 
consiotGd o f two v i s i t s to Iborthtrai te Ii)os t o stuc^ t i B s i t ua t ion 
found thero,. 
The syatoa consisted of & donsd .ajabrophilouo nuLre w i t h a 
r i n g lagg i n places. The whole was surrounded by arable land 
which doubtless contributed minerals cy surface water drainate 
and also by dust b loa in^ . The dominant t ree i n the wooded areas 
was Pinus sy lves t r i s* These were larcje and soonsd t o be a native 
species, probably not having been introduced.. To::ards tho centre 
o f tho mire t^:e pino trees tTere smallsr and snore s t in ted and i n the 
middle thei-e were only scodlina surroundii^s a owcnjgr pool , the 
centre of the cen t r ipe t a l bo^ dovolopmnt i n the a i r e l^rdi'osoral 
succession. 
At various points on the bog surface there v;cro dry areas 
Wiiich laay have been caused by peat c u t t i n j i i n ourroundins areas, 
so t ak in j i away t t e surface waters. On these dry areas th:. pines 
x-jere p a r t i c u l a r l y w e l l developed, o f t en surrovmdod Ly lu jo i r iont 
heather growth» 
Also ttirouchout the syetea there were i^unnels, those wore 
procably r icher i n nutr ients than the res t of tiie surface f o r 
here especial]^ Driophorum angustifol ium grew voiy vif-orously 
i n the r i c h datip conditions*^ 
I t was notable tha t E . an ' .us t i iol iui i i and Sphacnun recurvua 
grew i n a l l th3 habi ta t s . These species were selected f o r finrther 
study i n the conpsrison o f the environmental conditions. 
.-4).. 
I n the EpiphaiT7 Term fu r the r v i c i t s uero raado, uater 
sarjplQS talosh and a is-ovioional acsociation table dratm upo 
I'rom t h i s i t can bo soon t h a t tho two indica tor spocicG oolcctcd 
wero thG two most caciJy studied oi' tho wide-ranciinc spscieso 
l a t e r on a d i f f o r o n t , estpandcd a5::oGiati jn table uas 
drawn up. 
Also, cpeciffism xiero tatlierod from variouo iiabitatc t o 
coiiiparo tho sizoa t o which individuals o£ t l ic sano spocios ctot 
under d i f f e r e n t siiade, wator f low (and nutr ient?) rogiiisoo I t 
was notaclo t i i a t Eriopiiorum angus t i fo l iun gtgi-j about 1 laetre 
h ich i n the vjoodo where i t occurred and perhaps onl;/ 20 ens. i n 
the centre of the EL.ro near the pool . Bie Growth f orins of 
ind iv idua ls o f bphagnuia rocurvum wore alco noticeabJ^ d i f f e r e n t 
i n the several types of habi ta t , being lonsatc-ainod, lone leaved 
and ;j8akatenun$d i n tiio wetter areas and gradin;j i n t o a inoro 
corapact and sturdy type where d r i e r , also boini: d^arker green 
i n shaded areas. 
S imi lar cixansee could be seon i n Pinus s i l v c s t r i s . Erica 
t e t r a l i x and Ualluna vulvar i s , a l l being nocbsrs of the wide-
rani^ing group o f species. 
^ ft 
0 u n J ^ 11R/ 4 i s 1 J o f ; ^ 0 7/ /6 
Plan of tho Investiz-ation, 
l-rom the prclirdsary invcsti,';ation a nuiibor of interesting 
facts uero disccvcrcd, SOEB very obvious but nor^ -theleos s t i l l 
pertinent t o an investigation. 
1) Tiio area vjas a lairo, therefore ..lincrals available to the 
plants were found in t to ground j^atcr solution, resuiaably 
the nutrients i n tho peat wore not available to tlia plants. 
Because of this continuous ground water system tho concentrations 
of the minerals vrould bo quite uniform, fsree florj of ions being 
possible. Therefore ar^ deficiency o f ions i n an area tjould bo 
inEDdiately buffered by a sLniilar ini'lo:-j ftoii olcsulicre, 
2) The ilora of the mire varieu across i t . laora were 
presunably ecological gradations cauoint; tfcic:-
(a) Variations in the cdnsral cOiitent oi the .'.round water 
over lar^e areas ( the deductions from 1 ) bein lirecumbly 
liiaited t o a z-elativaly small area, 
(b) Variations in the advancenant of the ecolo. lcal succession, 
i , Uontripctal bos dcvelopzuenrt is occurrin:, and so iar^ainc 
the raised ombrophilous a i r e the i,aiin resultant of "tois 
beinf; shade variation, but also i n tho do:rv.c of wotnoco 
of the substrate o .^ j , the pinewoods tioro drj underfoot, 
i i , Huoaock Hollow bog development i s also t ak ing place. 
Tliero i s therefore i n the widei-anEinG spoeico a considerable 
tolerance of varied conditions. Gradatiojic in tno syctoa can be 
easily seen and ci'o 1 - Wot -> J^ y 
2 - Sliaded Open. 
This is not very (3 - Butrienb rich -^ Trntriont poor) 
appai'cnt oo 
li - Flowinf, jjrai-di-jrater -^Gtill crcSndtfator 
The purpose of the inves t iea t ion was therefore t o f i n d how 
the performance (au t r ien t Cz t rophic dynOi.ucs) of tiicso two 
species varied cdth t h e i r environciant. The steps i n tho 
inves t iga t ion could tiBreicro be cnusnorateci thus. 
1) Ltescription of tho vo{-etatior: and deirarcatior. of associations, 
2) Eecordinjj the euvironcsntal f ac to r s . 
3) Inves t iga t ing tho numeral uptates and emr'jf f i j c a t i on of 
indiv iduals of the two species i n namsd a8£:cciations 
and described condi t ions» 
Step 1 had a l rcar^ been accomplished i n the prelinijKxy 
i nves t iga t ion . 
2 consisted of 
a) liecordini; weold^ r a i n f a l l andats anaJ^io t o f i n d inconins 
nu t r i en t s , 
b) Analysis o f cromd water at various points throughout the 
system. . 
c) Usinj^ cont ro l led and cu l t iva ted plants as con t ro l . 
The plant R used should preferably be varj rjlionotypicaU/ 
variable and of a Q^mtic&Uy i d e n t i c a l ctoci:. ELaats 
chosen i-iere iXlsai'i - Impatiens balcaiafera var, "CaKsllia 
flotrered double f i n e s t mixed" the only variable was the 
£uaoimt of anthocyainis i n the petals causin-^ va r ia t ion i n 
flai-;er colour f rom indigo t o xrhite. 
I t \iac decided tha t at each cropping statior. , s i tuated 
i n a defined comnronity the fo l lo i i in j ; ; con t ro l s t a t ion should bo 
set up. see l i s j . 
Each cropping- s t a t i on consisted of the iol io; j ir^_ : -
1) Tt70 seed t r ays , v/ith drainaco holes, of vcrci icul i to 
down w i t h Imvxviiens on 2uth. L p r i l , V)C9 c^cum i n a 
ereonhouso f o r two days to induce ccr:2i2i;tion, ih'jije 
were placed i n pos i t ion on 30lh, A j r i l focr croppinii a t 
montiily i n t e r v a l s , Tliinned . 
2) 9 3C 10 ca plant pots of vcrc i icul i te socn wire 
approxinately fou r Impatiens seeds each o:i the 2yth, 
A p r i l and placed on the boc i n a dry area to allow 
{jeriaination, then placed i n pos i t ion on t : s Tth . I2iy, 
iCliile placed on tlie bog t o (jerirdnrite the; ;;£ro covered 
w i t h perforated polythene t o consei've i.ioirjti2rc and t o 
I'Qtaln l isat , 
3) 9 Individuals of Im^.ationo oroi-jin^ i n the native peat. 
Or ig ina l l y these were planted i n a seed t r ay of vormicul l te , 
as vrere those i n 2) and t reated s i m i l a r l y to tuea u n t i l 
7th, iiay when planted out i n t o the native peat a f t e r 
removinii nost of the vermiculi te fro:.i tho roots , 
l^) SM^Y' Ttese vraro dug on 30th. " p r i l t o col lect erou-:d 
water l o r analysis . 
Plants i n 2 and 3 wore t o be cropped one a week f o r nine 
vieeks removin- them i n the order 5, 1, 3, 7, 9, 2, o, U, 6. 
X X X X X X . X X e M. , o X e 
X X X X « X X • X X o X X 6 X 
X X X X X X X X X X X X 0 X X 
, X o . . O 0 0 » . . . . 0 4 
X o X x . x x . s : , . x . . . 
« x , . x « . , • , , . 
ivhcn cropped uic./ xjere t o be treated as tho other t es t 
plants o 
3) Consisted of analysis and bomb ca lor ine t ry 
IJe can thcreiore draw a f l o f j diagram of tl is inethodoloaro 
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CROPPING. 
In situations v/here herbivore animals are not iinportent and 
i^ere a steady static cmditlon i s never reached, the harvest 
Q^thod can be used. IJeighing the growth produced is s t r a i ^ t -
forwardj the productivity i s easily calciiLated. I t is better 
to take harvest samples at intervals during the seascm than to 
rely on a single tenainal harvest (see Penfound 195^; 
E.P.Odum, 1959)* Such a nsthod cannot be used v^ere the food 
produced i s being resioved as i t i s produieed, as i t i s i n cany 
natural cosBQunitieQ, other methods should then be used. 
Since food tised by the plants themselves i s not Included, 
the harvest me^od altsiayB measures net production. 
Ref: Odum Fundamentals of EcoLo^ 1967* 
As far as !»!as ascertainable from brief looks at t^c vjire 
sjrstem i t did not seem that there were many herbivorous animals 
and certainly none that could be excluded; e.g. rabbits, voles, 
mice, deer. The method used to study the system ms therefore 
the harvest methodi 
Enophoram 
A nlnlnum sas^e vjas found from previous experiesice of 
cropping this species by other ivorkers to be about 30 
individuals* Accordingly for every cropping 30 plants were 
dug up n>ivddtKl^, This vjas done by starting at one edge of the 
plot and marking out a 50 cm. band across i t . The plants vjere 
then dug up with roots and a l l dead leaves attached, proceeding 
across the s t r i f i and diggizig the next plant encountered.. 
The plants ijere put into polythene bags, labelled and 
taken back to the laboiratosy. 
Sphagmaa recvrtim. 
Several methods for cropping this plant toore t r i e d . 
1) Random sampling of, e.g^ 100 plants - discarded because 
i t did not provide for any increase i n h e i ^ t of the plants 
vidth groiTTth i n v^eight. There iv<a8 no fixed point of 
reference.-
2) Hair net - to pirevent loss of l i g h t energy by any coarser 
material - ineroTient • broke da^ <n » E:OQS pushed up net. 
3) Fidhing net - coarser and stlronger - but s t i l l the cioss 
pushed i t up > l i g h t loss due to coarseness of isaterial. 
4) V/ire netting - zinc « k i l l e d moss. 
5) Fixed area l i v e gpcRfStti cropping - this proved to be mach 
wore satlsfactox^ and alloiijed larger and ^ ercforc nore 
valuable saeaples to be taken, 
TREATI-iEMT OF CROPS. 
The plants vSxea obtained were put into labelled polythene 
bags which were returned to the laboratory and treated i n the 
follovjing manner as soon as possible. 
1. Taken out of the polythene bags and separated frosn each other. 
2. Dissected into the cranponent parts, 1) green leaves, red leaves, 
11) non green l i v i n g leaves 
and sheaths. 
see diagram 111) dead leaves. 
IV) dead sheaths. 
V) roots. 
Vl) fla-jsr steES. 
V l l ) flov^icr heads. 
3. For each plant these were put into separate cellophane bags. 
These were put into a snail brown paper bag and these in turn into 
a larfie labelled brown paper bag, 
4. The crops vjere then dried i n an oven at 80°C for hours, 
i t had been found that dr:iring at 103°C dries off lipids as ivcll 
as tviater. 
5. Constituent pGLant parts were vjei^ed and the results 
tabulated. 
6. A l l the similar constituent parts from a cropping, e.g. a l l 
flowers frran an area, vjere put into the cellophane bags for storage. 
7. Samples were milled and restored and before "bombing" vjere 
pressed into pellets of about 1 gram tnieight. 
8, The energy content per gram of the ccrastituent parts i-jere 
found by bomb calorimetry., From those results the t o t a l calories 
per plant and then per cropping could be fomd. 
9. r3utrient content t^s found by acid digestion and mineral 
analysis. From these results the t o t a l hutrients per plant and 
per cropping wore found. 
Bomb CalorioKitry. 
Introductiwi. 
The classical csthods for dctensining the calorie value of 
foodstuffs are both long and tedious, and a nunber of alternative 
methods have been sui^^ested for assessing the energy value of 
foods based on an analysis of the fooistuff and the use of factors 
with each of the chemical coii^onents to give ener^ content. None 
of these methods i s really satisfactory, and v^en a high level of 
accuracy i s required direct calorlmstry must be used. 
The adlabatic nethod used by B&ymnd, Canai^ a^y & Harris (1957) 
reduced the time taken for a determinaticn to apprcsdnatcly 30 ciin, 
but the equlpsisnt i s ccnnplicatcd and expensive. A fundac:3ntal 
feature of this and the classical procedure i s that the ouantity of 
heat produced Is measured by a small rise i n temperature of a largo 
maso of material, resulting i n long equilibratim ticrss and the need 
for great accuracy of temperature measurement. 
Description of Apparatus. 
The vessel consiets of tv:o main parts, the loi-jsr portion being 
the receptacle for the coinplicated upper portion vjhlch i s in re a l i t y 
the main part of the bocib. 
Externally the upper portion has tnro protrusions, one for the 
insertion of the themocouple tezminals and the plugs for the 
electric f i r i n g v^en the bozto has been placed i n position, and tho 
other for the admittance of os^an and release of tsaste gases. 
This l a t t e r part has a valve to prevent loss of gas vjhile the 
experiment is in progress* 
Internally the upper poz^ion has two "asms", each of t^iich has 
a hole i n Ta*iich to place the ignition i-dre of standard typo and 
length, (5cm) and a fastening for each end of the vsis'Qi Black 
cotton of standard type and length (5 cm) i s issed to join the 
sample and the ignition vdre. 
One arm of the apparatus has an extension on to vjhich i s 
fastened a housing to contain the removable crucible and i t s 
sample. 
The two main parts of the bos^ are held together by Busans 
of a brass««>threaded collar and the rubber '0* r i n ^ provides a gas-
ti g h t seal. 
The bomb i s places i n the inner vBter bath in i t s niche. The 
insulating l i d vjith the thermomster cai i t s housing i s a^ jung over and 
loNored into position. 
Method of use. 
Samples for ccmlbui^on are placedE i n a crucible of 5 ml 
capacity located horizontal]^ by a ring. Ignition i s effected 
by means of a short length of cotton one end of v^ich i s tied to 
the platinum filament said the other placed i n contact vjith the 
sample. 
The therscocoupLe i s of copper-constantan, the junction being 
soldered to the t i p of a spring-type v,!ander«plug; the connecting 
wires pass dam through a hole d r i l l e d through l^e spring. 
The thermocouple i s ccsmected to a galvanometer though a series 
reelstance which turas on a heater i n the outer bath so preventing 
the loss of any heat by maintaining the outer bath at an identical 
temperature to the inner bath. The inner bath and the outer are of 
d i s t i l l e d water to prevent the thenaocouples from registering any 
current* 
passing, and so turning on the heating when the baths arc at the 
same temperatures. 
The apparatus has been calibrated to work itjhon the inner bath 
with i t s container i«ai^ 1500 grs. The apparatus taist be 
r ^ T v i f u l l y shielded from draughts. The bomb is inserted and the 
apparatus switched on and allowed to equilibrate at a temperature 
about 21^0 and the i n i t i a l temperature i s read. The current used 
to ignite the sas^les i s coitrolled by means of a clocte^ork time 
switch, Tadilch operates for 15 sec, so that the heating effect of 
the ignition current i s always the same* The tes^raturo rise 
due to i t and to the burning of the cotton fuse i s determined 
separately, and subtracted as a 'blank' from the peak galvanacreter 
reading. 
On combustion of a sao^le, the temperature of the bomb i n the 
region of the thermocouple rises rapidly to a peak value and then 
f a l l s o f f , rapidly at f i r s t as heat i s conducted avay through the 
v a i l s , and then more slowly. This causes a rapid i n i t i a l rise i n 
temperature shotAin by the Beckmann' s thennometer, i-Mch i s read by 
an eye piece, and also by the "heating" l i g h t switching on and off 
rapidly. Later the temperature rise rate slows u n t i l i t 
equilibrates and the f i n a l temperature i s read o f f to three 
places of decimals as i s the f i r s t teopsrature reading. 
pacygen f i l l i n g system. 
This inclizdes a needle valve and a pressure gauge t^ic h has a 
safety front and a blowout back. \Jnica f i t t i n g s are provided for a 
nylon oxygen supply tube and a nylon bomb f i l l i n g tube, A hand 
tightening unicsi nut with a toroidal ring i s used to seal the 
f i l l i n g tube to the bomb. 
AcCTxracy. (Proc. Nutr. Soc. I964, 23 xsocvii). 
Current experimental work on the dietary ener^ c(Hr^ )onent has 
afforded ^ e opportunity to make a comparison betv;sen the rapid 
detennination of gross energy values of food and faeces using a 
b a l l i s t i c bomb calorimeter and those detormined m the more con-
ventional static bomb calorimeter. The sumEarized data from over 
6100 determinations are given i n the table to illustrate the 
repeatability and relative accuracy of the two methods. 
^of detenainations vjith each 
accuracy range. 
% acciiracy between deterrainatians ^ 2 ^ % 
cohventiffiial calorimeter - duplicates 16.7 50.0 100.0 
b a l l i s t i c calorimeter - duplicates 34.0 63.0 73.0 78.1 
- triplicates 82.0 92.0 96.1 98.0 
VJhen duplicates of each sample are taken for ^ .nalysis 50^ of the 
duplicate determinations are accurate to within 2^ of each other and 
a l l are within 2|^ vitim the conventional bosib calorimeter i s usedj 
63^ of duplicate determinations on the b a l l i s t i c bomb calorimeter arc 
accurate to within Z% and 73^ to within Z^%, IJith a further single 
determination ( i . e . t r i p l i c a t e determinations) a Z% accuracy can be 
obtained vjith 92^ of a l l samples examined. The range of 
v a r i a b i l i t y obtained with the b a l l i s t i c bosib calorimeter i s only 
sl i g h t l y greater than that obtained vAth the conventional 
calorimeter, and against this must be offset the time factor since 
i t has proved possible to complete ti^ielve determinations/h vjith the 
b a l l i s t i e bomb calorin^ter compared with one/h m the conventional 
bomb calorimeter. Using the b a l l l s t i e bosib calorimeter the above 
patterns of repeatability were v i r t u a l l y the same in data from three 
separate t r i a l s with difference operators and with sashes fJrom pig 
and poTiltry t r i a l s ^ Our findings with regard to the preparation 
of materials are i n agreement with those of l i i l l e r and Payno (1959) 
and Sibbald (19^3) that determinations m finely poMdorcd 
preparations are far more accurate than yihon pelleted. 
Possible sources of error. 
Variatioas i n cc^en pressure. Over the range 300-5001b/ln^ 
the peak dcflection/keal liberated x-sas found to be the sass. Belcc^ r 
300 Ib/ln^ the time talosn to reach the peak temperature tBS 
extended and below 200 Ib/in^ combustion VAS obviously Ineoc^ete. 
For these reasons, and i n accordance vdth dther methods JE^O lb / i n 
(25 atm.) x-^as selected for routine operation. 
Variations i n I n i t i a l temperature. Since the peak 
galvanometer deflcctlcsi i s a measurement of temperatxire difference, 
i t seemed unlikely that small variations i n i n i t i a l temperature 
vjould be a source of error* For normal use the i n i t i a l 
temperature of the bomb casing was about 20°. l;^en samples were 
i^ing coinbusted at short intervals i t vas achieved by cooling with 
tap water. 
Summary. 
1. An adiabatic bomb calorimeter i s described, which enables 
three determinations to be carried out in an hour vjith an accuracy 
as good as with most o^thods. The characteristics of the bomb 
vjere investigated and the chosen operating conditions were at an 
oxygen pressure of 400 l b / i n , an i n i t i a l temperature of 20^-idLth 
a sanq^e w o i ^ t of approximately 1 g. 
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Hollotf-Kuroraock Qyclo. 
Raised bof vo:;otation is Ei:;:odj, lik e that of blanket bogj 
and contains noct of the soisio specieca theio io a Gonotic 
scquoncOi, or rcthor corico of scquGncec, i n th: l^^orc oi' poat 
which have b u i l t up t lKj bo;;, l^ fhen the boc; iiac Icon raised on a 
subctratuQ of fon tho laror layorc of tho peat rosord the 
structure of the fen, end above t h i s cosao succeDr.ive cycloo of 
d i f f e r e n t kindc of bog peat. The 0::istcn:c of these cyelos 
depends upon the f a c t that the surface of a bo^ ct apy f±von 
time i s not uniforra^, but consists of alternating hunnocks and 
hollotTa inhabited by d i f f e r e n t spacicso Tlao pict at the botton 
of each hollo:j i s b u i l t up by ths vs^otation i n t i n natural 
process of autogenic ouuceosion u n t i l i t forns a nou huanocka tho 
surfaces of tho cd;5accnt pre-esdotins huranoclcG t j r i ich have otoppcd 
Growinfj thus cocdnc' to occup^r a loirer level tiian the HOW hunncckc. 
TiiG old huminocla; thus becone the cites of net; hollars, t l s old 
huEiaock voGctation dlcsp and i s replaced by species characteristic 
of hol loas , these i n t h e i r turn civins way to nc-j humock fo rcors . 
Thus tte structure of the poat of a raised bo3 is l e n t i c u l a r e a c h 
l e n t l c l c rcprescntinc a complete cycle of "hoUar-hucnock" 
dcvclopncnt, and a l l tto phases of the cycle are represented at 
any Qi-^Qn tLae on tljo surface of an a c t i ve ly crcjinG' hoc 
("retjoriOration conpiac"). The lenticiilar structure can bo dearly 
seen i n vortical section of tho peat. The starj of raised bog 
dovelopEsnu xias f i r s t xjorked out i n detail 1^ Osvald i n Ms 
classical paper on the Sx-iedish bos "Komooso", and the I r i s h raised 
bogs are essentially similar, thoush some of tho species are 
different, 
itelow are liots of the species occux'rinc; -n cliffcronfc 
stages oi the "hollovi-huarrjock" devolojatssii; on a t/iolcal raicod 
bog curfaco south Ox /ithlons, in the uiixidle of the central plain. 
Sfiuignum rubelLum 
• S fiumulMum 
5plia^uni popUIosum 
CaJLuia vulgarU 
I Seirput laupitosiu 
£rioJ 
S.tvhdJuujn S-ruMUum 
theaum eui/ragum S-UneUum etc 
jOtynekoipera alba. 
S2«um cuspids 
PEAT S > PEAT SpaptiLosum. 
SrubeUum 
S.cuspiclaCum SJcuspiaotum 
PEAT S S. papiilosum 
^ ScuspulaCum 
F I G 1?9. DIAGRAM OF THE SUCCESSION OF SPECIES FORMING THE PEAT IN 
A TYMCAL " HOLLOW-HUMMOCK " CYCLE (REGENERATION COMPLEX) 
Vegetation of geral staees. 
Stage Ig Ser.ii-aquatic Sidiaenum pljace - uot hollo;;? 
SpliagnuQ duscnii* d rihjmcuospoi'a alba o 
Eriophorma aiijjustifoliiua o 
* The docdnant specioG of the hollcjc io 
generally- Socucpldatuia, 
Sphasnura cynbifolium and one plan t of L'arthccium occurrod 
alonj? the inar;^ ino 
This co:.inii:Tity is increasingly colonised b^ - vascular plants, 
species of somi-aqiiatic bog fiioss reaaininj doiniriant in the lower 
l^orj and tnus develops into 
Statue 2. Rhynchospora jAiase - hollajo 
Rhynchospora alba ^ Eriophoma vasitiatuE o 
Northeciua oatjirracnia Gi»ycoccuo paltistris 0 
Erica totralix f Spiiaijsmra ciiopidatum d 
Anclroineda polyiolio 0 So toneUum f 
Callum vul{;aris 0 Icpidozia sp. 
Drosera ani,lica 0 Cladonia luicii^ alio 0 
i)« rotxmdlfolia 0 
Stage 3. Kartheciua i*ase hollaj. 
Harthecluni tends to assuos dozninaiice at tlcsa cxpstsic of 
Rhynchosporaj, while the seiai«>aq'uatic Sphagna and other species 
retrogress* 
In this Gtaco ths iollaiins l ist was oadeo 
Karthcciim oosifrasum d Illiynchospora alba 0 
Erica tetralix £ Scirpua caeapitosiig 0 
AndroaiQda polyi'olia 0 SphaciHKi rapillo£5UiTi f 
Drosera an;,lica 0 S. rubelluin 0 
Do rotundifolia o So. toneUum 0 
Eriophorum vasinatun o Lspidozia Qp> 0 
Calluna vulsari^ 0 Kantia sp. 0 
StagojU. Oalluna - iiphacnum rubsllun sta£0,- active phase of 
huinsiock fcE-Kation. In this S, rubollum rapidljr assumss 
doiainanco in the lo:ier, and Calluna in tls upiJcr aayers 
Calluna viilsaris d CBsycoccus palustris 0 
Erica totralia: f iihynchospora alba 0 
Eriophorum vasinatum f SiAiaf-nuiti rubellun d 
/mdronsda nolyfolia 0 KypnuB Gclirebera. 0 
lirosera rotundil'olia 0 i'!antia so. 0 
Eriophorur.1 ancustiioliuin o l^lia sp. o 
KartheciuEi oscliracisia o 
Stage $0 - Calluna - Cladonia staco - last stase of humockp 
in wijich the Spiiasna liave lost dorainance and ere cljin^* 
Calluna vulgaris d 
Erica totralix f 
Eriophorum vaginatura f 
Ea angustifoliun o 
AnQToniQda polyf olia o 
iHartheciuH ossi&agun o 
Cbqrcoocus palustris o 
Scirpus caespitosus o 
dadonia sylvatica a 
Councialis o 
Sphasnura rubellun ) f 
S. plumulosuKi ) but 
S. torellum ) <^ns 
Kantia sp. 
Hiccardia sp. a 
lepidozia spp 
• Sir AoGo Tansley. The British Islands and their Vocietation. 
AEPEMDIX I I I 
i r J T R O D U C T I O K 
The choice of the Cuaterland Louland offorod tho 
possibi l i ty of allowing the investigation of the signifiecnco 
of the Scottish Readvanco Glaciation and tho chronology end 
extent of the post<=<7lacial marine transgression andregz'ession. 
Moreoverp the history of human settlement of tho area i s 
comparatively simple. 
Of the parts iJhich follow this introdiactionj throe 
are devoted entirely to the presentation of factual 
information together with the minimal interpretation uhich i s 
necessar$.ly implied in th© very zonation of the pollen 
diagrams. The next part presents data from sites (associated 
u i th changes in land and sea level and goes on to discuss 
the chvrnology of these changeso The f ina l throe partSp 
xfhich are of a more speculative nature5 strive to interpret 
these data in terms of the osological history of tho region 
and t o derive such conclusions as seem valid about the 
geographical processosj climatic changes and history of 
human settlement0 
A l l the uork on which this paper i s leased was 
carried out between 19^9 and 196I whilst th? author was a 
member of the University Sub^dopartment of Quaternary Hcseas-chp 
'0 
2« 
' ' Tata derived from Geological Survey maps by permission.) 
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Cambridge9 Apy valuable conJjribution which i t nay contain 
i s d uo to tho constant help and guidance of Professor Harry 
Godwinp FoRoSo and to theauthor^s colleagues during that 
time, particularly Dro AoGo Smith;, Dro R.G. IJestg Dro EoI« 
VJilliSp Dro Fo Oldfield and Miss R, Andrewo Tho help given 
l)y Miss CoAo Lambert i s acknovjledged with especial gratitude. 
In the early stages of the work tho advice of Professor S*Eo 
Hollingi/orth and of tho latQ'Professor WoBoHo Sing was of 
inestimable value* I n thef' f i e ld the work was greatly, 
fac i l i tated by the ready co-^operation of the landowners on. 
whose property i t was c arried out and 1^  those who helped 
either physically or with good advicej, amongst them Dro 
D.Ao Ratclifi 'Oj Dro Bp SeddODj Mro Bo Blake^ Mr^  WoHo AlPo 
Miss Ko Sb Hodgson and Miss Co Folio Mro Ho Gunthor and Mrso 
Co Daniel drew the maps for i^is Introduction and £^ :?o L . 
Pancino prepared many of the other diagrams. To a l l of those 
the author i s most gratefulp but his greatest debt i s 
undoubtedly to Mr« Qlozardj Curator of Tullio House Museumj 
Carlisle9 whose depth of understanding of Cumberland natural 
history has been an inspiration to many and whose porsoml 
interest in lh i s work has so often revitalized the author 
when his enthusiaBm has flagged. 
The county of Cumberland l i e s in the north«>wGst 
corner of England ^  between tho Pennine H i l l s and the sea^ , 
o o 
from about 5 ^ 1 0 ' I on tho west coast and 5 ^ *iO' E7 inlcnd 
o 
near Penrith to 5 5 0 ' EJ at the hoad of the Solway Fir th and 
o 
5 5 1 5 ' M i n the north«=east where i t Eeets the boundaries of 
Scotland and Worthmaberlando I n the north-east of the 
county the high Ponnincs j o i n the Southern Uplands of 
Scotland and the greater part of the south-west i s osc^xpiod 
by a part of the mountainous English Lake Dis tr ic t Cor 
Lakeland H i l l s ) * Between these two blocks of high Ground 
the Rivers Caldewg Petter i l j Eden^ I r t h i n g j Lyne and their 
tributaries drain wide lowland valleys into the head of the 
Solway F ir th near Carlisle^ She lowland extends souths. 
westwards from the Carl i s le d i s t r i c t a round the edge of the 
Lake Di s tr i c t H i l l s narrowing to about 1 1 a 5 km ( 7 ) nsai' St. 
Bees Head and t o less than 1 « 5 ioa ( D farther sDutho 
The Cumberland Loi/lands, as the tero i s used in this 
paper, i s a r b i t r a r i l y defined as that part of the area 
described above which l i e s below the 2 3 0 m ( 7 5 0 ft«,) contour 
of altitude and excluding valleys bolow that level but loss 
than 5 km ( 3 ) wide. Between the Lake Distr ic t H i l l s and the 
Penninesp the county boundary with IJestaorlandg which those 
runs along the Rivers Eamont and Eden and Crowdundalo Bock 
o 
(about 5 ^ K)s) i s usedo The northern boundary l i e s 
along the River Lyne f rom the Solway F i r t h to BeweastleJ^ then 
south-south-oastwards across the River Irthing to Donton Fo l l j 
thereby excluding tho upland moorland areas of the Irtk^im 
catchment and the Tyne Gap. Thus defindp the Cuaberland 
Lowland forms a crescent the aros of which are the coastal 
s t r ip and the Eden«Potteril valloysj with a slight north« 
eastern oxtensiono It i s the south-eastern part of a moro 
extensive^ more natural^ unit which ineludos a l l the lou-^  
land bordering the Solway P i r t h o The central area oftho 
crescent i s frequently referred ts as the "Carlis le Plain" j 
tho eastern arm as °Eden-side« and the western arm as tho 
»coasta l fringe" o The h i l l s which border so much of tho 
region r i s e steeply from the 23O a contour9 or&om ^ust below 
i t J except in the d i s t r i c t immediately north-west of Poiarith 
where the tract of Carboniferous Limestone r i ses gently 
x^estijards t o the foot of the astoeply c limbing Ordovician 
h i l l s p 
Tho Cumberland Lowland contains few striki^s 
topographic featuresvMch aro not ascribable to d r i f t deposits^ 
either Glacial or post«Glacial in origin. The River Edon^ 
howeverg has carved deeply through the d r i f t and into the 
underlying sandstone creating a gorgo along soraral miles of 
i t s course« On each side of the river the sandstoED 
occasionally r i ses above the 23O m contours as at Kigig Hairy" s 
Common (2U0m) and Lazonby F e l l (,2k^m) but those "islands" of 
2 
higher land are never more than 2 km in extent* I n the 
south-west, the normally gentle meeting of the coastal fringe 
ta ^ «a 
with the sea i s broken at St* Bees Head ay a blo«k of sand 
2 
stone about 1 3 o 5 to in as'oa r is ing to l*i-7 a OoDo foraia^ Q 
c l i f f e d coastline 91 high and about 5 km longo 
Apart fro a these featuresg where the solid rocis i s 
exposed or covered with a thin layer of sedentary so i l or 
peatg the whole region i s ^Jhroudod in glacial dr i f t wh.'ch 
i n turn i s part ia l ly covered by post«Glaeial doyosits* 
Trotter and Hollingvjorth (1932a) h a ^ coaparod thessquoaso 
of g lac ia l d r i f t s i n the region with that in Southern 
Scotland (Charlesworth 1926) and in UorthuBbsrland (Sisythe 1912 
and hav3 suggested correlations with d r i f t s heets elsswhoro in 
Englando Siaith (1931) correlated the glacial episodes of 
Cumberland with those of the I s l e of Mano The general 
sequence of elaciations and interglacials devolopecl by these 
authors seems to have been generally accepted (Charlesworth 
1957) i n spite of the contrary views o f Carruthurs (1939p 
19^71, and i n Eollingworth et alp 1950) P 
An e a r l y glaciation of Scottish origin (tho Early 
Scottish) hasbeen proposed to account f o r the occasional 
outcrops of boulder clay below tho Main ©laqiat ion d r i f t and 
separated fx'OBi i t by laminated clays § as at Langwathby 
(Goodchild 1875) p or sand and gravelj, as near Whitehaven 
(Bastwoodp Disonj Hollingworth & Saith 1931) o This early 
boulder clay i s usually deeply weathered andrich in Scottish 
erraticSo I t i s to this glaciation that the transport of 
Lake Dis tr ic t rocks to the east coast of Egtgland via the Tyris 
Gap ( 1 5 0 sn O o D o ) i s a ttributed together with the pilinjs of 
ice around the I s l e of Mano These distributions c an only 
be explained by assuming a great reservois of ice in tho 
northern part of the I r i s h Sea which flowed outwards^ over-
toppinf the Lake Di s tr i c t and forcing ice up the Eden Valley, 
The melting of this ice i s documented only by gravelp sand 
and laminated clay i n isolated occurrences indicating that tho ice 
certainly retreated fJom the lower grouisl. But ts*e only 
evidence for a t omperato climate liQfor© the onset of v.hs next 
g lac ia l phase i s a tooth of ox found i n sand beneath Main 
Glaciationboulder clay near Appleby (Da^ns^ Tiddeoan & 
Goodchild 1 8 9 7 ) » Since i t i s not known whether Eai ly 
Scottish d r i f t occurs beneath thissandj this evidessse indicatesj 
at the most, a climate toldraMe by this animal at any time 
before the onset of the Oain Glaciationo There is therefore 
no c r i t i c a l evidence for an ihterglacial period inthe modern 
sense of thG^ feeros (Uest & Godwin 1 9 5 8 | Jessen & Kiilthers 
1 9 2 3 ) between the apposition of the Early Scottish dr i f t and 
that of the Main Glaciationo 
At the onset of the Main Glaciationj ice noved 
outwards ftoa the Lake Dis tr ic t H i l l s on to the coastal frizgOj 
the Car l i s l e Plain and the Eden Valley, Ice from Scotland 
deflected the i orth°bound Lake Dis tr ic t ice westwards around 
the northern fringe of the h i l l s and southward down the west 
coasto The ice ponded up in Edenside escaped over Stair-noor 
(MiO m O o D o ) and 6rayrl-:c (260 m OoDo) and across a col iiato 
the South Tyrs valley at 570 a (1§00 f t o ) OoDo Tffi 
distribution of errat ics suggests that the ice in tho Edon VallQy 
during the maximum of the U&in Glaciation stood about 769 a 
above present sea level and only the highest of tho 
northern Lake Di s tr i c t peaks can have escaped glaciation,. 
The absence of wSll<=>marked frontaloDraines i n the region and 
the wide distribution of kettle=^holed sand and gravel d r i f t 
suggest that there was l i t t l e intci'aittent forward moveoant 
during the general retreat from the Sfein Glaciatioop eiicept 
in the case of the Gosforth Osci l lat ion (Trotter, Uollis^worthj 
Eastv/ood & Rose 1937) d ^^'^ ti^ e Ic® melted more or leas 
i n s i t u from i t s shallower edges northward towards Scotland. 
After the ice had vacated the gegionj there was a 
separate readvance from Scotland onto the Carl i s le Plain and 
the coastal lowland komm as tho Scottish Readvanco Glaciation 
(Trotter 1929§ Trotter & Hollingworth 1932a) o Tho distinct 
and separate nature of this glaciation depends on the 
evidence of largo areas of sand9 gravel and water-deposited 
clay of tho retreat from the Main Glaciation w^ich are overlaid 
by and partly incorporatid into an overlying boulder clay 
containing Scottish erraticSo The tioo interval between tho 
two glaciations i s unknown but must liave been lonn enough for 
the withdrawal of i c f north of the Solway F i r t h and the 
acciamulation of considerable depths of varved clay later over° 
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ridden by the readvancing ice (eogo at Linstock CastlO;) Laiaercost) 
A peat bed exposed beneath supposed Scottish Readvaaee boulder 
clay south of S t o Bees Head and from which plants of 
temperate modern distribution wei'e recovered (Eastwood et alo 
1931)3 i s not now available for study. Similar deposits in 
the same c l i f f are not covered by boulder clay anddate from the 
la te«Glae ia l and post«!@laeial periods after the Scottish 
Readvance (VJalksr 1956) o I t i s possible that the boulder clay 
above the originally described peat was not i n i to prios^y 
position and that the plahts c ontained in the peat were there-* 
fore no indication of conditions during the Main Glaeiatioa -
Scottish Readvance interval . The Readvance was probably 
rapid and of short durationo Only a few drumlins were forcad 
and pre«oxist ing drumlins of tho Main Glaeiati on were on3^ 
s l ight ly oodifiedo I t lo f t no terminal moraino butj, at i t s 
maximum^ the outOLow of the Eden and adjacent r ivers was blocked 
by ice and the 3.ake so formed drained eastwards for a short 
period through the Gilsland overflow at 133 m OoDo I n the 
ear l i e s t stage of retreat the level f e l l to 121 m O . B o and 
drainage was westwards to the I r i s h Sea. Although the stages 
of i t s retreat northwards are wel l documented by overflow 
channels (Oogo Hollingworth 1931)? the ©utwash fans are snzall 
and the strand^lines and notches of pro^glacial lakos were 
impersistonto These features suggest that the ico uas 
relat ively clean and that i t melted f a i r l y rapidlyo 
There i s evidence9 thereforeg for three invasiois of 
the region by ices the Early Scottish Glaeiationp the Main 
0 9'=' 
Glaciation and the Scottish ReadvancGp The Main glaeiation 
i s undoubtedly a part of the JJewer Dri f t Glaciation of Great 
B r i t a i n and there i s l i t t l e evidence within tho region of 
the length or climatic character of the fiitervals before i t 
andbetween i t and tho Scottish Readvancs Glaciationo 
The mainevent which has considerably modified tlio 
topography l e f t by the melted icsp apart from local 
solifluctions, s o i l crcep^ etc. 9 hasbeen the inundation of the 
coastal areas by the sea and the consequent modification of 
the r iver valleysp partic ularly in their lower reacheso 
Th© r iver systems draining the region must havo been 
affected by these changes i n base lovslp at least in their 
lower course So During the early period of low relative sea 
leve l i t i s probably that tho r iver s excavated quitedaep valleys 
i n the soft d r i f t lowlands but, with the r is ing seaj these 
valleys would be flooded and the traisporting power of the 
streams diminished. A multiplid ty of terraces exists along 
aSst of the river valleys butp although those at similar leveS 
have been grouped for ease of mapping and descriptionp i t i s not 
possible certainly to equate any riverine stage with evonts 
on the coast. Ignoring the uppermost group of terracesj 
vjhich ar© restricted in distribution and probably of late-
G l a c i a l date, a l l u v i a l terraces are well developed up to about 
1 1 0 m OoD. in the Irthing valley5, about 60 m OoD. on the Gelt 
and about ^ 5 m O.D. on the Eden, but hardly exist on the Rivers 
Ehen and I r t . The development of terraces clearly dspends 
^ 10 -
on a complex of geographical factorsp aoonst which the baoo 
lovelp represented by tho seag i s only one although a most 
important one i n the estuaries. rJoverthelessj i t i s useful 
to note that at no time d uring the post'-Glacial period was tho 
area of riverine flood plain more than twice i t s area at tho 
present d ay. 
The hollows in the g lac ia l d r i f t are invariaMy partly 
f i l l e d with sand and gravelj but many also c ontain peat bogs 
( e . g . Hayton Moss9 Moresby Moss9 Hallsenna Moor) or fens 
(Bigland" s Moss)« Large bogs have d eirelopod on some of tho 
marine deposits near the coast (e.go Boi^ mess Conaonj, Wedhoce 
Flovje, Salta Moss) and smaller ones on associated river 
alluvium (oogo Pow Beck valley9 Sto Bees)o Some of the lower 
d r i f t h i l l s carry bogs which are tcSslly ombrogenous (eog, 
Broomhill Moss) but the main spread of Pennine blanltet bog 
does not extend far below the 5OO m contours although on the 
vrestern margins of the Lake Di s tr i c t f e l l s i t i s not uncoimon 
doira to 300 m O.D, 
The nature and distribution of these varl ous super-
f i c i a l deposits allows the Cumberland Lowland to be d ividod 
into subregionse 
The f i r s t of these l i e s between the River Pettori l 
and the foothi l l s of the Penninesp including the Eden Valloyo 
Here the topography i s broken? there are very few areas which 
are even moderately f l a t o The dominant topographic unit i s 
the steep»sided h i l l or ridge9 separated from i t s neighbours 
by deeps narrow; charinels in which the drainai[?e i s often 
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impeded. There are also many coopletoly enclosed hollows 
of a variety iSf depths and sizes but a l l with steep bankSg 
A l i t t l e solid rock, mostly coarse«grained sandstone, out<=> 
crops sit the surface. The hi l l top soi l s are lightp leactod 
and covered by a mor humus where they have escaped 
disturbance. I n the hollows has accumulated ouch of the f iner 
grain material fm m abovop although, even so, the soils are 
but rarely clayey* Many such loca l i t ies are perennially 
waterlogged. Between tnese two contrasting situations are the 
steepp unstable, slopes. 
Between the River Pet ter i l and the seap bounded in 
the south=?west by the River Calder, l i e s an area of quite 
different topography* Extensive, xollingp boulder clay f l a t s 
are cut by steepc-sidedp widOp meandering channels, uusually 
f l a t bottomed and containing misfit streams. L i t t l e , i f any, 
sol id rock reaches the surfaceo Soils are heavy and overall 
dr&inage i s poor, with a strong tendency to fen devslopaent 
in the valley bottoms. Bom of the channels @!itain swif ter« 
flowing rivers or streams which havedeposited a l luvi io along 
their banks^ Although undistrubed soils are now very ra&o, 
i n the few profi les observed there is strong e vidence of 
leaching in the ugpormost metre but no sign of podsol develop-
mento 
South of the River Derwent, the third area has 
characterist ics intermediate between thos© of tho other two, 
than ei ther of which i t i s much smaller. Small patches of 
- i2 -
solid rbckp niostly liiziostone aod sandstoneg froqiiontly occts? 
at the surfaceo For the restp broad sweeps of bosaldoj? eley 
are punctuated here and there ^ small^ sharp^featured^ 
patches of sand and gravel, . Drainage i s good^ oscept on the 
larger bouldef^clay tractSa 
These las t ti;o areas are mmh more suseeptiblo to 
wind blast from the south-west than i s the f i r s t s There i s 
no significant r a i n f a l l gradient across the region andj, oscept 
for the v^ry edge of the coasts snow l i e s almost as long in 
the west as the 'east« 
T|]^ e_Pp,13^ eja^  
tlhere the site condition allowed^ series of samples 
for pollen analysis wore only taade after a thorough 
stratigraphic invsstigation of the depositee This investigation 
was intended primarily to allow the reconstruction of tho 
processes of aceumulation at the s i te« The stratigraphie 
data i t s e l f was frequently of d irect value in assessing 
ecological changes in and around tho site* ®ne series of 
samples Xfas collected at t he s i te from the point whore the 
longest and least interrupted history of accuoiQlation was 
ezpected and where vegetation changes of the most severely 
local Iiind were lilsoly to be poorly representedo 
The vert ica l interval of sampling j much of which was 
carried out with a Hi l ler«typs borer^ was deteriniaod partly 
by considerations discussed below and partly by the suspected 
rates of a ccumulation of the various isaterialso Particularly 
close sampling was usually carried out around sDaJor 
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stratigraphie breaks or horizons of special archaeologieel 
or geological sigaifleaaeoo Only vory rarely did tho 
vert ica l interval Iseti-zeen samples exceed 10 CQO Ezcopt In 
special eases the vert ica l thickness of each sasplo .- uas 
restricted to 1 cmo A l l samples v;ore stored uet anu prepared 
by treatment with dilute potassium i-^droside Allowed by 
acetolysis and chlorinationo She pollen grains rare then 
stained and mounted in glycerine j e l l y or glyeeriroo The 
debris sieved off after the potash msceration uas e^aincd 
and rough assessments made of the abundance of the various 
identifiable and unidentifiable consituentSo These results 
are presented with the pollen diagram and provide another 
valuable control on interpretation comparable with that of 
the stratigraphie recordo 
A pollen spectrum i s a good estimate of the actual 
pollen content of a sample only i f a sufficient number of 
pollen grains contribute to ito The size of this "suffieiSnt 
number" depends on the nuebsr of different pollen types present 
i n the sample and the accuracy with i^ieh their separate 
frequencies need to be determinodo I n general practice the 
total number of pollen grains counted from a saaplo i s usually 
mash greater than the number of types identified and no 
serious error i s introduced heroo Throughout a dissramp 
houeverj the number of typos may chaago sufldently asg for 
instancop between the end of the la te«61acia l and the beginning 
of the post«Glacialo l a such cases the frequencies of any 
particular pollen type from sample to sample have significance 
ll* -
which i s not constant because the bases on which thoy are 
calculated (i^eo the 'pollen sum') should be related to tto 
number of types i n the sampleo I n most pasts of pollen 
diagrams this consideration i s not l ike ly to bs a serious 
source of error because the number c f tj&pes counted varies only 
s l ightly i ^ m one sample to the nexto 
Attempts to improve the accuracy \7ith which the 
frequencies of individual types can bs(^termi^d hav3 led to 
the use of very large 'pollen sums' in much recent ©s&ical 
worko The minimum total c ount which gives a Spendable and 
reproducible estimate of the real frequency of types in a 
sample i s c learly smaller for t.'ie feu types which contribute 
the bulk of the sample than i t i s for those which occur only 
rarely in i t o On the other handj whore the same "pollen sua' 
i s used for calculating the frequencies of both cocoon and 
rare typssj the random erL^or in the assessment of the latter 
remains much greater than in the assessment of the fortsero 
Comparable percentage changes at very different absolute levels 
eogo UO to 20^ and Oo** to Go3^9 are not equally significant• 
Only the use of exceedingly largo 'pollen sms^ can give the 
assesscssnt of very small frequencies useful s ta t i s t i ca l 
significance* These limitations apply particularly to 
comparisons between ti-zo samples only* Where a chsiiso in 
frequency progresses in one direction through a series of saopSos 
the validity of t h i s change i s enormously enhancedo I t i s 
- 15 «=. 
evidentj, theroforej that for a given effortp ioOo a given t o t a l 
of pollen grains to bo counted in a whole diegrasj oore 
re l iable inforsiation can be obtained by counting a largo 
number of closely spaced samples than by c ousting very lar^o 
'pollen sums' in a few widely spaced sajsplesj, provided always 
tliat the pollen sum' of each sample i s large compared with 
the number of t;^ pes i n ita 
I n the analyses presented in lh is paper;, t'r.ereforOp 
detai l was investigated by close sampling rather than meo^Qo 
to large counts of a few samples« I-Iodoratoly soal l ° pollen 
suEs'^  were used (150 to 500 gri^rs) i n nunerous saajploso 
closely placed (2 to 5 cm)o L i t t l e significance i s attached 
to the appearance of a pollen type in an isolated sample^ 
whatever i t s frequency there^ oiscept as a record of i t s 
presence* Similarly5 changes of frequency which i a reality 
represent only differences of a ^ r y few grains between a 
pair of counts are not generally used for interpretationo 
Progressive changes of frequency in one diredtion through a 
series of samplesp however smallj are given considerable weighty 
as are phenosasna which occur i n coaparable positions in several 
diagrams ffom different s i tes or from diffeL.'ent points at one 
site* I n order to detect significant changes to i/nieh pollen 
types individually present i n insignificant ccounts eontributOp 
such tgipes havQ often been grouped to^ethero Xndiseil fainate 
grouping produces biologically o^aningless results anS evory 
effort has been Bjade to iKclude only ecologically s i s i l a r 
- 16 -
plants within any one groupo 
I n the majority of the analyses reported i n this 
paper the primary counts and zonation were based on pollen 
sums comprising the tree types only^ Xoproved techniqueg 
and sheer abundance of data^ now result i n pollen diagraos 
which include a v/ealth of information about the vegetation 
they represent far in e;.cess of that retiUired for this kind of 
zonationo Details of the f l o r i s t i c composition of eoamuaitiosj 
ecological differentiation from place to place as well as 
information on the processes of change from tiiie to tiw can 
\3a d iscernedo Without detriment to the standard zonation 
scheme^ therefore, additional 'zonations' may often be applied 
to pollen diagrams in order that these details and processes 
may be more easi ly compared fmm si te to site within a region© 
I n order to reta in i t s chronological validity^ the standard 
zonation must depend on the widely distributedj anemo« 
philousj physiognomic dominants of the vegetation and on major 
changes i n their coraponentso These are the cr i t er ia which 
have been used i n the standard zonation of the di@gr^Eis 
presented in this papero A subsidiary zonation anight not seek 
chronological val idity as i t s primary aim^ hooovorg rather 
should i t attempt to define both periods of chanse and poriods 
of s tabi l i ty i n the vegetation represented at a site and in t h i s 
x^ ay to focus attention on process and change and ecological 
differentiat ion! But the data from each site are t heosolves 
complex and derive from a variety of ecological situationse 
I n order to achieve anything^ therefore^ each subsidiary 
- 17 -
zonation must apply only to closely related oeological groups. 
I n the primary diagrams from the Cuabsrland Lowlan a^ one 
subsidiary zonation iiLS been apjjlied throughout whilst a secondp 
related only to forest clearance phenomena:, has also been 
used whore i t seemed appropirate to the date. The f i r s t 
subsidiary zonation i s based on the curves for troGCp s^ ar^ ibB 
and land herbso Where tho significance of changes is in 
doubt, the plants of v;otter habitats, ineludinn trees such as 
Betula and Alnus, have been excluded from consideration in 
favour of those more ce&&ainly restricted to dry lansSo I n 
praeticei, as might have been expected^ this subsidiary 
zonation has resulted mainly in the subdivision of the staiidard 
B r i t i s h zonationo Partly because of this parcllelism and tbe 
basis on which the subsidiary zonation i s foiiYided CILC partly 
because the sane sequences of events were detected in alaicst 
a l l the diagrams under consideration^ this subsidiary sonation 
i s thought to have some limited and approxirsate chronological 
value within the Cumberland Lowland and has been styled the 
(Cumbrian Zonation'o I t i s certainly not anticipated t!iat i t 
w i l l prove of any value outside the regiono Tho sztcnsivep but 
variable^ impact of human act iv i t i e s on the vegotatioc d-iring 
the la s t 5000 years has been sueh that i t i s unlikely tiiat a 
chronologically valid sonation of wide application wil l over bo 
achieved which does not depend on a pijysical datinc^ teehniciueo 
I n the present work every effort has been nade to dissociate 
the i n i t i a l gonation from the ciore obvious manifestations of 
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huoan activity^, but i t would be misleading to pretend that 
many of the features used i n this aonation might not be 
amor^t the ij»re subtle effects of hur^ an interference with the 
ecosystemo Unti l human economic- prehistory i s much bettor 
documented than at presontQ any zonation of post«^-2esolithie 
vegetation history mmt remain chronologically suspecto -
I n zoning the pollen digi:^am an attempt has been 
made to distinguish regional fr-om local phenooenao ThuSp 
in the post«Glacial period the general trend of the eui-ves 
for the ©Bsaonor trees v;hich were certainly not eoncributin;? 
to any hydroseres, viZo Qusrcus, Pinus and Ulmusj, were used to 
give a very broad general indication of changes in the forest 
at large, 2he technique employed i;as to recalculate the 
frequencies of these pollen types as percentages of their 
combined sum and then to smooth the resulting curves 
ajlti^tsticallyo Although a general picture of progcessive 
changes amon^ i'st the physiogmmic dominants of the di?y«land 
forest i;as obtained in this way^  i t was hardly representative 
of the vegetation as a whole so th^t the position of zone 
boundaries, generally indicated as described above,, were 
f i n a l l y fixed by taking a wider range of pollen types into 
considerationb 
AT.nOOHTfrJAITE IlQgg 
Moorthwaite Moss l i e s in a kettle hole in the Main 
= 1 9 -
Glaciation dr i f t outside the l imit of the Scottish Readvasce 
Glaciationg southc=.oast of Carl i s le in Cuaberlando Tho bog has 
developed over a lake init iated early in the detrlaciation of 
the region and pollen diagramsj zoned according to tho 
standard B r i t i s h and local Cuigibrian schemesj indicate 
accumulation of depoislts, from a very early stage of ':he late-
G l a c i a l psriodo The present bog surface i s secondary ant 
anthropogenic butp i n spite of removal or oxidation of tho 
upper peatj undisturbed deposits as young as about 1500 Bo Co 
are thought to be present at the sitOo The ecological 
history of the mire has been reconstructed so far as the 
stratigraphic and pollen analytical data allowso Among the 
most interesting subfossil remains recorded are those of 
Betula naa^s Cardaminopsis cfo petraoaj Koenigia islandicaj 
Linuffl usitatissimum, Potamogeton f i l i formis and Lycopgdiun 
annotinumo 
;in^m%Q-il3p^ 
Moorthwaito Moss occupies a kettle hole in the dr i f t 
of the Main Glaciation at about 12.0 Q OODO Iloorthwaite 
Moss i s 11 km ( 7 ) east<=>south«east of Carl i s le on the east bank 
of the River Eden^ Along this part of i t s course tho River 
Eden flows northv/ard between steeply sloping tonks which r i s e 
on each side betv/een 30 ra and 7 5 mo The bedrockj Penrith 
S^dstonOj i s exposed in this gorge but the greater part of the 
surface i s overlaid by thick deposits of g lac ia l drifts 5 ka 
east of Moorthwaite the main slopes of the Cross F e l l range 
begin to r ise and peaks almost 600 m high l i e within 13 kn 
of the sitoo The narrow str ip of land betv:een the rivor and 
the foot of the mountains i s thi(^ly spread with depositsj, 
mostly sand and gravel, of the Ilain ©laciat ionj except whe^ =o h i l l s 
of solid rockg sandstones and slialesj protrude to heir^hts of 
about 230 m OoD* The d r i f t features theuiselves are very 
freshj pocked by kettle holes and cut by overflow chann3ls^ > 
Westi-zardSg the valley of the River Eden i s divided from that 
of the River Pe t ter i l by a s tr ip of land about 5 1Q wide in 
which the sandstone h i l l s again ri.qo to over 210 OoDo In 
this region the overlying d r i f t i s predominantly bou3.doi' clay, 
of the Main Glaciatioa i n the south and f;he Scottish licadvance 
in the north, and inconsequence the features are less steep 
than those east of the River Edeno The south-eastern l i n i t 
of the Scottish Rcadvance ©lac iat ion l i e s 1 km from Meorthwaite 
Mosso 
noortht-^aite Moj^ s, (E?ato, ,Gr^c;oRefc ?10^10) 
Hoorth^/aite Moss l i e s in a hollow on top of a h i l l 
at 120 a OoDbj 2 km south«south«east of Cum-Jhitton village o 
Westwards, the h i l l f a l l s f a i r l y evenly to •'-Aio Eiver J^den, 2 
km av/ay (1) at ^ a O^ Do To the south and east i t faZJ.s 
within Op5 km to the Chapplewell Beck runninr? just belou the 
^20 m eontouro Korthward, Oo5 km from the Moss ed^c, the 
h i l l forms the s outh=wostern edge of a partial ly enclosed 
hollow containing a larger bog, CuEr.;hittoa KosSo The crest 
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of the h i l l surrounding Moorthwaite Moss does not rise noro 
than 9 a above i t s surfae@o The slopes of tho hollow are not 
very steep above tho peat surface. There are no natural 
inflowing streams9 but the nariowost and loi/ost part of •;h© 
surrounding rim at tho north«west eornerj across which an 
a r t i f i c i a l drainage ditch has now been dugp pro'^ >ably se:?vod 
intermittently as a natural outflow in the pasto The i i i l l i s 
mainly composed of a rather sandy boulder clayr, but iOs ©cistern 
flanks are covered by outwash sand of Stages K and Ei in tho 
retreat of the Main Glaciation ieej, an extension of Wiiich d r i f t 
forms an ose t ra in arouM the northern ed^e ( Trotter 1929)o 
Deltaic sands of a later stage a.i'Q bankoa against tho slope 
of the. valley of the River Sden 1 km west of M^orthwaito end 
r i se to 11^ m OoDo The l imit of the Scottish Headvanee 
Glaciation l i e s immediately west of th i s accu^ulationo 
The hollow now occupied by Moorthwaito Moss became 
free of the poneral ice cover after StQge M of the retreat of 
the Main Glaeiation ice^ When the delta was formed at llh m 
OoDo the rim of the h i l l surrounding the hollow must h-^ ve 
stood a bove the waters of the pro«glacial lake and presumablyg 
as the ice retreated farther northward and westward 9 ?r.oro and 
more land emerged as tho lake level f e l l o Subsoq'aentlyj when 
the Scottish Readvance ice at i t s maximum stood across tho 
valley of the River Eden her© 9 i t s pro^glacicd li^o stcod at 133 
m OoDo completely immersing the Moorthwaite h i l l o I t iiad 
emerged againj, houeverj by the f i r s t documented retreat stare of 
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the Scottish Readi'ance (stage RoAog Trotter 1929) when tho 
g lac ia l lake stood at 115 s Oo'Do end tho hollow on the h i l l 
contained an isolated pondo 
Moorthwaite Moss i s now roughly oval inshapog 
enclosed by gently r is ing sloposo The surface peat hcs boon 
cut away for fuel in the past as the old cutting baiiks any 
the boundary stones showo I t i s now cove*'od with a core or loss 
open woodland of Pinus sylvestric with some Setula pubescess 9 
both of which are regensratin^? and which might a l l be sab« 
spontaneous from an old plantatiocj r'.ow destroyed, on the 
southern margin of the bogo The drier areasj particularly tho 
baulks of peat l e f t between tho old euttir^gSj bear a vegetation 
dominated by Calluna vulgarisj but here and there this i s 
replaced by ?acciniua myrtillus and Molinia caerulcao The 
cuttings themselves are f i l l e d ^jjith undulating s.;aids of Sphagnum 
dominated communities amonr-st vjhich So magollanicua and So 
papillosum and particularly abundaato Oxycoceus palustriSp 
Rhyncospora alba^ IJarthecium ossifragum and Srica tetrali^s 
are also common in these cosaiunitieso 
Tho stratigrapliy of the deposits was investigated 
by a single series of borings running across the bogg tho 
findings of which i/sre confirmed Ijy six additional borings 
made near the eatern end of the basino Tho boaldor=clay 
slopes fallaway very steeply within the l imits of tho basin 
and viere not proved i n the centre where borir^s did not peistrate. 
j - 23 -
•ore, |han @ m froa the surface. Lining a l l but the r i n of 
the basing and increasing i n thiclmess towards the centre^ 
i s ads posit of red sand and gravely occasionally containing 
lenses of clayo I n tho centre, this deposit surrounds a 
deep pocket of compacts, s t i f f s pink s i l t with occasional 
laminae of sand and clayo The masimumdepth of this pocket i s 
about 3 m and at the top the s i l t passes upwards into a grey, 
s i l t y , clayoi^Ud i;ith rare coarse sand grains» The uppermost 
layers of t hii^ material extend latexaiy beyoM tho edges of 
the s i l t -^f i l le i : pocket where they directly overlie the basal 
aand &M gravel f i i l o A layer, 30 to 15 cm deep, iniMch tho 
clay*»mud i s coarsely sandy, marks the top of the s i l t - f i l l e d 
pocketo'' The uppermost 15 cm of the day-aud contains 
abundant coarse sand and gravel and i s d i f f i c u l t to penetrate 
in some plaeesa Over the greater part of the section t h i s 
gravelly clay<i>mud and the sandy g r a ^ l into which i t passes 
marginally are overlaid by a layer of brovm nokron atzd up to 1 
m in thickness and c ontaining frequent remains of Potanionoton 
sppa and Myriophyllue alterniflorumo Sand and s i l k are, on the 
whole, rare in this material except in a rather well narked 
zone up to 20 cm i n thickness where coarse sand occurs 
commonly in closely spaced horizontal laminaoo Except at the 
extreme edge of the section the ^ekron mud passes almost 
insensibly upwards into a mud darker incolour^ richer in organic 
detritus and entirely ^ee of sand or silto Fragconts of 
sedge leaves are frequent .as are seeds of Hympliaea alba ar ' 
; = 2if -
fruit4stones of Potaoogoton sppo Over the greater part of tho 
section this mud becomes more coarsely detr i ta l at the top9 
remains of Carex sppo and Phragmites communis ^cosming vary 
commono Sphagnum leaves (mostly So cuspidatum) aro frequently 
found i n this layer and9 over the soutern half of the soetion, 
become progressively more abundant as the mud grades into the 
Sphagnum peat v;hich directly overlies ito At i t s deepest 
continuous part this peat i s 2,5 m thickp of a sl ightly 
varyingfl deep brownp colour and v?irying humification (H- 5=7) o 
I^ohorizontally oonsistant chan'^ es were traced between borinrse 
Over th<s northern half of the section the detritus mud ia 
coarser and r ich in ^'ood fragments (particularly Betula and 
Alnus) and reaches a maximum thickness of 2 m. I t i s overlain 
by the northern extension of the Sphagnum pea to Ti© interface 
between the detritus mud and the Sphagnum peat r ises northward 
l^tween borings 10 and II9 suggesting that the tv;o deposits 
were accumulating over the ame period whilst tho peat» 
producing communities slowly encroached on t hose producing tho 
detritus mud« The uppermost layer i s composed of tho peatg 
which there contains occasional woody fragments and frequent 
remains of Eriophorum vaginatumo The surface has been cut a^ d^ 
the deposits are commonly distrubed to a depth of 3© to 50 coo 
POLLEH DIAGRAKIS AMD CmiWlDGX 
At Moorthwaite Moss samples for pollen analysis wore 
collected from Boring 10 where the deposits were described in 
the f i e ld as foaiows8«=> 
^ 25 =• 
cm 
,0 50 disturbed and oxidized peat 
50 ^ 75 dark brown, coarsely fibrous peatS. EB 
75 « 95 medium brown Sphagnum peat with SOCD Eriophorun 
95 " 105 unconsolidated, woody. Sphagnum peat* Ef 
105 « 120 very woodyj, medium browng coarse detritus oud 
120 « 185 medium brown coarse detritus mud with frequent 
fragments of Alraus and Botula wood 
185 191 yellow wood i n peaty matrix 
191 «^  218 dark brown, amorphous, mufl with traces of Sphagnuo 
218 » 2 ^ Carex»Sphagnum peat, medium brown, with abundant 
Menyanthes seeds at 225 « 23O cm 
2 ^ ^ 250 transit ional mud 
250 29'fr moderately fine detritus mud with frequent seeds of 
Nymphaea alba and potamogeton natans 
29^ CP 320 dark brown nekron mud with occasional laminae of 
l ighter brovjn mud 
320 » 3 ^ medium brown, sl ightly sandy, nekron mud with 
laminae of lighter coloured, more sandy, mud 
3 ^ » 350 abundant sand laminae in buff mud matrix 
350 ^ 371 abundant sand i n mud 
371 * 377 sl ightly sandy, dark bx'own, mud with indistinct 
laminae 
377 395 coarse sand and pebbles in mud matrix 
395 » ^11 f i i ^ grey sand v/ith occasional pobbles 
kll « *i-75 grey, s i l ty clay^mud with rare sand 
• cm r . 26 
^75 * ^ 2 transit ion 
kQ2 « 9^0 pink sandy clay-mud 
lf90 « 700 coarse red sand 
ECOipOyCAL DETOPMEHT OF TF 
' MQort^ w& ,^te Moss 
Th^ deep, steep-sided, basin now occupied by 
Moorthwaite Mosis i s almost certainly a kettle hole created by 
the melting of a residual ice block l e f t behind after the 
general :?etreat from the local i ty of the ice cover of the 
^iain GlaciatioHo There i s no way oSknowing at what starve in 
the general deglaciation this block f ina l ly melted, except 
that i s must have post-dated Stage M of the retreat and i s 
unlikely to have persisted very long under c l i ca t i c conditions 
which resulted in the general doglaciation of the Carl i s le 
Plaino I t i s very l ike ly that the red sand and gravel l ining 
the hollow i s morainic material which melted out of the 
isolated ice block itselfo By that tims, the hollow containing 
a lake vjas probably isolated from the pro»glacial lake between 
the ice front to the north-west and the PonMns foothil ls and 
Penrith Sandstone ridge to the easto Much of the s urmmding 
countryside would s t i l l iiave been flooded and only h i l l s r is ing 
above 1 5 0 a Op Do are l ikely to have been entirely free of the 
effects of a high water-tableo The Moortiiwaite hollow i t s e l f 
ca^ never have received very much drainage water, the area 
of land from which i t could possible do so being rather less 
2 
than 1 km o The only outlet, however, was across tho watershed 
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Laboratory M QiaegMB SuJlm' Bs^wfe^ 
The dried poat samples were taken and 2.5 grains of each t-^eis 
itfeighed out. For each eainple an ion extraction colusm isao set up. 
These vrere prepared b y putting a l i t t l e glass wool at the bottcsi of 
a separating funnel and then packing i n the dried peat i-jiich had 
previously been sieved through a ZE^. sieve. I-brc glass t-jool VSLB 
put on top of tho peat to prevent i t fr<»B being disturbed as tho 
eocchange 8oluti(m added. The top of each separating fismcl 
i«as closed and 250Hcail8. of Ml Amamtm acet<-2to solution liZB passed 
t h r o u ^ slCRnrly by ad^sting the tap to deliver about 2-3sil8. a 
minute. The l i q u i d ms collected i n a 250-iail. vaLu!£3tric flask 
and Tnias then f i l t e r e d through a IJhatszian No.ii2 f i l t e r paper, 
transferring the f i l t r a t e to a 400-iail. ijide-ncckcd flask. Tho 
liq u i d was evaporated to about 100«4ails. i n the fuBs-chasiber and 
alloived to cool before being made up to the mark i n a 250-4311. 
volusictric flask i-jlth d i s t i l l e d mter. The solution v!as stored la 
a polythene bottle t-jhich had been rinsed out vjith aESonium acetate 
to displace a l l ions absorbed cm to the bottle surface, and then 
rinsed with d i s t i l l e d vjater and dried. The bottle laas labelled vjith 
the peat's place of origin and stcthod of extraction. 
The samples i-jere also analysed in the folla-jing Bsmner, as 
vjere the plant saciplcs, to find the t o t a l ions present, l-gram of 
each sample i-<ias therefore Kei(^ed out and put Into a 40C-mil. t;ddc» 
necked conical flask. The acid-digestion oisturo, consisting of 
20'^sdls of concentrated n i t r i c acid, S^ m^ils of cone, hydrochloric 
acid and ^"^sile of ccsid perchloric acid« Goggles i-;ere vjom 
during the manipulations. The flask ifas vjarmsd over a Im flcszo Ssi 
the fuse-chamber and then boiled u n t i l only a osnall ainoisit of the 
perchlorato rciriained* Care mas takan not to b o l l tho 
soluticm dzy o? tho oixtiiro v;ould havo escplodcd* Tho solution v^s 
then diluted l i d t h about ITO-siilo. of d i s t i l l e d mtsr and then 
f i l t e r e d through a I'Jhatsan Wo.l f i l t e r paper, Tho coluticn was 
transferred to a 2 5 0 ^ ' S d l . voltsnetric flask and mde up to the irark 
v^th d i s t i l l e d uater^ then stored i n a labelledj pol^hene bottle. 
The extracted Qoluticais ijare analysed for calciuQ and ina^^nosite 
by Atomic Absorption Spectro^^otoaietry (A.A.S.) and for soditm and 
potassium by Flasts Hiotoa^try. The &@thoddLogr for theoe i s as 
follonflss-. 
FUm PHOTOI'ISTRy. 
The gas supply and a i r ecopressor i ^ r e cooneetcd to the inotrucisnt 
and i t was strdtehed m at the ssaias. The gao vao tuzned on and tho 
flame l i t and adjusted to give a steady flame. The comprcoscd a i r 
ims turned on and adjusted to 10 Ibs/sq.in. The gas supply ms 
adjusted, f i r s t to give aaOf largop central cone i n the blue flaise 
and then gradually turned down to give just ten seall cones i j i t h l n 
the central flante. The glass testing vesoelo vjcre a l l tcaohcd, 
rinsed i n d i s t i l l e d m t e r , and then dried. This mo to olixsinate 
any inaccuracies caused by dried solutions i n the vessel and v . B t o r 
clinging to i t s sides, and so diluting the solutionQ to be 
analysed. 
A sample vessel ms f i l l e d vdth d i s t i l l e d viater and put on ^ e 
stage belCv^ the capillary suction tube. Then tho stage mo siaioed 
to put the end of the ttabe vrell under the liquid surface and a otcady 
but njinute stream of l i q u i d Mas drsm up end squirted into the 
flams. At t h i s point the appropriate f i l t e r ma inserted into i t s 
position next to the fla&e and the reading V 3 S adjusted to zero. 
After t h i s , a standard solution of lOO-ppa vjas used and the 
reading at the top of the scale i-jas reduced to 100 by the 
sensitivity control. The d i s t i l l e d mter ms used again and 
adjusted to 0 the zero control and the solutions i-j^re used 
alternately u n t i l d i s t i l l e d t-:ater altRiays gave 0 and tho standard 
solution alvjays gave 100. IJhen th i s had been doTiC tho instrussnt 
TAsas Considered as calibrated. 
A l l the colutions i:ere tested na-j and I f any icere off-scale 
ttioy t-:ere diluted either tvjicc, four-fold or ton-fold, to bring tho 
reading on to scale, \1hen a l l the sodiua detendnatiais had t oen 
done the icethod ms repeated for potassium. After a l l i-joro dotcrzninod 
the readings vrere converted to parts per million by using tJio 
calibration curve gra|^ for the appropriate taincral. 
Theory: 
A standard flacts i s started vjith and obtained by the 
methodology found at the beginning. Tho appropriate f i l t e r i s 
inserted t6 alloi-j through only l i g h t of the specific mvclength of 
the Bdneral to be estiirated. The d i s t i l l e d mtcr i^s injected 
into the flame and the reading reduced to 0 by the zero control. 
A standard solution ms then injected and the increase in intensity 
of the l i g h t of the mineral's specific iitavelength ms registered 
ca the scale. This i s brought to 100 by «i3 sensitivity control, 
A calibration curve i s conetructcd by drawing a graph of p,p,n. 
against the reading a solution of such a p.p.m. causes. 
The graph i s not linear. Any solution of xsilsiciin 
concentration v^en injected into the controlled flame ^ j i l l cause 
emission of l i g h t of the mineral's specific tmvelength of ouch an 
intensity vAiich varies directly vjitti the solution's concentration. 
The reading so obtained can be reconverted to p.p.m. by using tho 
calibration curve and so tho concentration of the ion, being 
investigated, in any solution, can be founds 
This method i s more easy to use than any other method, for 
esfiample, t i t r a t i o n ; i s faster to use and more accurate and 
reliable than any other method. 
ATCmC ABSORPTICM SPSCTROPHOTOIETEY. W ^ Ca^*" H ^ * * ' 
Eeferences T.S. West, aideavour, January I 9 6 7 . 
Theoryt 
Small amounts of soe^ oiaterials can cause a vast difforenco in 
many systems. The normal method of absorption 
spectroEftiotosKStxy cannot be extended f6r these purpocoo iJhcrc ^reat 
accuracy i s required, as the probability of interaction of a sroleculo 
being rather Ic^ and the selectivity being poor. Atcaie absorption 
spectrophotoEetry vjas f i r s t discovered i n 1955 by A. Ualsh and ho 
also discovered atoznic fluorescence spsctro]c^ Ot<£sotry (AFS). 
AAS: Atoms as t«ell as molecules can absorb l i g h t by the 
promotion of electrons out of their ground state levels into 
higher^ excited levels. Only l i g h t of the ener^ vjiich io equal 
to the difference i n ener^ levels beti-jeen the ground and excited 
states w i l l be absorbed by the atoms or molecules. Atcis arc siQplo 
in con?)ayison i J i t h saolecules so that the nuidber of energy levels they 
possess i s relatively small and the interactions betv.-een thcaa are 
relatively infrequent. Dissolved molecules sho:-; rather broad 
absorption bands over the range 100-lOCQS because of the complexity 
of their electrcsiie structures, whereas frao atoms ohou very narrow 
absorption bands. AH these bands are i n the \2ltra-vlolet and 
visible range of the spectrua and many bands can be idontlf led 
within t h i s wide range, 
A dilute solution of the atoms mst be produced, naich as i n 
absorption spectrophotometry* The free atomic particles canndt be 
produced i n a solution, but are introduced into a flame as a finely 
divided solution of the compound. 
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The flams therefore acts on an atom reservoir ivithin i-Aiich 
measurements of atomic absorbancy may be made, Tho flar.o must bo 
a steady state or monochromatic one and there must be a detection 
device to measure the decrease i n the signal from the source v^cn 
the atoms are entroduced. 
Source; In the A.S. i n the ultra-violet and visible part of tho 
spectrum, a deuterium or hydrogen discharge lamp i s used as a source 
for 2000 to 350QA and a tungsten filament lamp for 8,000 - 10,OOoS. 
The l i g h t from these cffiitinuous sources i s made monochroiiatic by 
dispsrsim through a prism system, or by a diffraction grating, or 
both. This method, however, i s not sensitive enough for A.A.S, 
so a narroi*js-line souswe, a hoUoRv cathode lasqp, i-jhich emits 
radiatioi much marrm-jer i n baiid iddth than the A.A.band i s used. 
Various flames can be used according to vjhich temperature i s 
required. 
Fuel QacyKen Air. 
Town gas 3000®K 2000°K 
Propane 3100 2200 
Butane 3200 2200 
Hydrogen 2950 2400 
Acetylene 3400 2500 
3230(M02) 3230(1120) 
Cj^nogen 4800 
The temperatures for the various flames are shctivn above. The cool 
a i r flames are perfectly satisfactory for many metals but others 
require hotter flames. These hon^over raise d i f f i c u l t i e s of high 
emissive and absorptive backgrounds. 
During the ten years ixi \-Aiich the method has been available i t 
has been vastly is^roved, and recognised as one of the most rapid 
techniques available. I t s advanta^^es are that i t i s : -
1. Specific for a l l elen@nts to which i t can be applied and i t 
can be easily adapted to operate over the range O.l-lCOp.p.o. 
2 . I t can be applied to 60 elements with an error of only - ^ 
3. The technique involves only ^ e dissolution of the sample 
in an organic or inorganic solvent and needs no further 
chemical or physical Qonipulation. 
4* I t i s rapid and easy to operate by even unskilled staff and 
can be easily automated to give direct, d i g i t a l readings. 
5. ^ s t r u s ^ t s are cheap, £600 * £2500, i n coapirlson with other 
techniques. Tho maintenance costs are Im and no special 
housing i s needed except for good ventilation for the flue gases. 
These are the reasms i-Aiy the A.A.S. was used instead of any method 
using t i t r a t i o n of any sort. Many of the advantages are also 
shared by the flame photometer. 
The apparatus i s compLicated to set up hoi-Jsver, but (sice ^ s 
i s done and i t i s calibrated i t i s relatively a simple operation 
to use i t . As with the flan© iSiotomstcr, readings are gained by 
the solution being sucked up through capillary and into the flame 
vt^ere the atomic absorbance i s measured, instead of asdssion of a 
l i g h t of a specific wavelength as i n the flams i^iotomstcr. The 
method i s as above for nagnesium estimation bat for calciisn 
estimation the method i s cdm^icated as phosj^te has a similar 
absorbance to calcium. This effect i s eliminated diluting 
the solutioa to half the «:*iginal concentration with a solution of 
so that the calcium flaiss absorbs csO^ 
l i g h t of i t s renuired energy and not also that of phosphate. 
SODIUI-1 MP POTASSIUIi (E.E.L. Flenie Riotcmtotcr). 
Apparatus. Sams for Na. K. 
1« Pipsttes. 1 X ISLL, 1X2 JsiLf 1 x 5 BL, I X I O E A . 
1 X iO sal. graduated, 
RangQ for sa&qple diluticno. 
i l . Tolunstric Flasks. 
12 X 100 sa. 
So^ral 25 s i l , 50 inl for saiaple dilutions, 
i i i . Conical Flasks, one 250 laL for f i l t e r J n g each sample, 
i v . F i l t e r funnel, one for each saaplc, 
V. F i l t e r papsr, 
ifethod. 
Set up flame photdaieter and use according to manufacturers 
ins-^ctiond* 
Solutions. 
1} a) Stock sodium solution 2.5J^ g. NaCl made up to 1000 mis 
with d i s t i l l e d vater 1.00 tal - 1.00 qg. Na. 
b) Stock potassium solution 1.907 g. KCl ciadc up to lOCO mLs 
with d i s t i l l e d water 1.00 ml - 200 E?g.K. 
2) Standard solutions. 
Dilute 10.0. tal, stock sodium solution to 100.0. oLs. 
1 o i l . « 0.10 mg. Na. 
Dilute 10.0. Bil. stock potassiuia solution to 100.0 mis. 
1 ml a 0.1 Mg. K. 
Caiibgation Curve. 
follorjinf; laLs. of standard Concn. 
solutions mde up to 1C0,0 aLs. 
1 1 
2 2 
3 3 
4 4 
5 5 
6 6 
7 7 
d S 
9 9 
10 10 
CALCIUI4 AMD mCMSIUM (E.E.L Atomic Absorption Spsctroghotosotor) 
Apparatus. 
1^  Pipettes for sample dilutions 
1 X 1 na* 32 X 1 lal. 
1 x 1 Qsl.grad. l^, 1 x 1 ol.grad. Ca. 
1 X 2 SLL. 1 X 2 ml. 
2. VoluBiotric FlaskD. 
12 X 50 mlo, 
1 X 25 a l * for each elesaent. 
1 X iOO EDi. 
3. Conical FJasks. 
1 X 250 nas for f i l t e r i n g oamples, 
4. Funnels for f i l t e r i n g samples. 
5. F i l t e r paper. 
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APPENDIX I I 
ERIOPHOami A?:GUSTIi'Onu:i - species Habitat 
Eriophorum Angustif olium is a circumpolar plant uhich occurs 
throughout the arctic and sub-arctic regions, and is described by 
Polunin as common throughout the Canadian Eastern arctic. I t is 
found as far North as 63°K i n Greenland, I t is placed by t^ttheifs 
i n his arctic-alpine category, but i t i s a plant of very i-jide 
geographical and climatic range, as is indicated for instance by 
Hulten's map which shoifs i t as frequent throughout the x^holo of 
Scandinavia. Although also recorded throughout the British Isles, 
i t i s noi-T very rare or perhaps extinct i n some parts of the South 
and East, possibly as a result of the cutting of paat and drainage 
of suitable habitats. 
+ Gofiduin, History of the British Flora p.2U9. 
mOPfiOaUii AiCGUdTil'OLlI - Community Ilabitat 
This community is very local i n the southern lifenrdiKS, but 
more extensive on tte northern part of the chain. According to 
V/atson (1932) i t is much more frequent on the Somsrset moorlanc^ 
than E.vaginati and limited are described by Pethybridge and 
ft-aeger {190$) at high altitudes (about 500 - 700m) on the UicIdoJi 
mountains i n eastern Irelarri. The vJickLoi-j Eriophorota are small 
i n extent and "belotr the uniform tiaving foliage of the cotton-grass 
is a continious dense stinted grotTth of Calluna with several of the 
plants of the Calluna and Scsrpus associations. The psat i s "sopping 
wet" and spongy unlikB that of the Scirpetum caespitosi (see boloij); 
which i s the characteristic community of most of the UickLoii 
mountain plateau. The species recorded f^om three sample areas 
were as folla-jsJ-
Eriophorum angustif olium d 
Calluna vulgaris sd 
A l l three areass 
Erlophorum vaginatum Cladonia sp (2 areas) 
Empetrum Erica t e t r a l i s (1 area) 
Scirpus caespitosus Vaccinuim ViHs i^ioe^ (1 area) 
Vaccinium I'</rtillus Sphagnum (1 area) 
The Eriophoretura angustifolii described by Lewis (1901i) from 
the northern Pennines has Eriophorum vaginatum minced i n smaller 
quantity, together with a few individuals of R chamaemonis. 
Erica t e t r a l i x and En^trum nigrum, 
Eriophorum angustifolium often occupies wet channels anl 
depressions i n tha blanket bogs of E, vaginatum, and colonises 
cracks i n the bare peat of such hollot-is by iasans of i t s creepins 
rhizomes. 
HilOHilTES I/atson (1932) remarks that many Bryophytes present i n 
the Eriophoretum vaginati are absent or rarer i n tho wetter 
£* angustifoliio He records the folla-jing spscies fron the last-
named community (of the Somsrset moors) not listed llrom the 
E o vaginati0 
Aulacornnium {^lustre 
Campylopus Wevipil\is 
Cephalozia fluitans 
Drepanocladus aduncus 
D« fluitans 
Do reve^vens 
Lepidozia setocea 
Leptos^phus ancmalus 
Odontoschizm sphagiii 
Sphagnum ocutifolium 
S« phumulosum 
The Ijydroscral Succession and Feat Formation. 
As a generic term, peat refers to the partially decomposed 
plant remains vihich form s t r a t i f i e d layers i n old lake basins 
or over vret grounds* 
The classification of kinds of psat is a complicated subject 
(Dachnowski 1912 j Huels 1915) Oversimplifying the situation i t 
can be said that foui- main types are common - sedge psat, sphagnum 
paat, hyprum psat and woody peat, their origiis being indicated by 
their names« 
The psat substrates are b r i e f l y characterised as being highly 
acid, very wet and very low i n oxygen* The o-natfoW conditions 
are largely responsible for the lack of decay i n the peat, as the 
most active micro-organisms are unable to function i n such an 
environment, Tiie, water retaining capacities frequently average 
600 - 700 per cent, 
(As tbe areas are so viet, considerable evapo-transpirational 
losses are incurred by the system during the day, this causes 
night mists and fogs to develop) which bathes ^e siTomp plants i n 
a saturated atmosphere for periods of eight to ten hours. 
Considerable condensation on to twigs and leavc^ takes place. 
The abundance of lichens and t)'r;jj»V^ ^^  ^ larcely due to tliis 
nocturnal condition of h i ^ moisture. 
(There i s ) , however another important feature ol the 
microcilmate of the conifer swan^. This is the great shortening 
of the g;ecmja0^:ison caused by ths insulating qualities of the 
sphagnum moss. The tops of plants may be subject to h i ^ 
temperature while the roots, at the same time, are bathed i n 
ice-water. In IJ. /iiiisrica the bog <3n£d(Xs such as Ledum (Labrador tea) 
Androaeda (bog rosehiary) and Kolmia (bog laurel) are adapted to 
such conditions, and may even burst into flotier while the Ground is 
s t i l l solidly frozen. I n Europe, Erica t e t r a l i x , Andra^da 
polyfolia, Vaccinlum 5ff- take their place. 
The same insulating qualities of the Spha^nus V7l:ich hold the 
ice i n spring also prevent i t s rapid formation i n the Autumn. 
The general influence of the forest community on i t s 
microclimate is thus a moderating one. Summers tend to be shorter, 
cooler and more humid than the surrounding lands, whilst winters 
are warmer and of more even temperature. 
+ Curtis - The Vegetation of Ijisconsin, 
Iloarthijaite Moss was Probably a eatrophic lalre at i t s fornation. 
I t s development could have been along the foHowin.. linos, i t s 
vegetation being controlled by limiting factors. 
I n a hydrosere the lim i t i n g factors for plant grarth are the 
depth of the vjater and lack of aeration s the trend of the 
succession i s towards the accumulation of s i l t , raising tlie s o i l 
above the water level, and eventually loi-xerins the water table. 
The f i r s t colonists grow i n open water i n a pond, lake or slug/jish 
stream. These are the submerged aquatics, usually i f i t h dissected 
leaves, lik e Ramnculus aquatjf^ilis sul^. pp., Osratophyllura demsrsum 
or i^iophyllum spicatum. They are anchored i n t l B mud (thou{^ 
Ceratophyllum has no roots) and the maximum depth at xjhich they can 
survive must have a l i g h t intensity above their compensation 
point. I n water t-Tith a good deal of plankton or other sxispsnded 
matter to absoi'b the light this maximum depth may not be much more 
than two metres. I f there is any s i l t i n g up of the pond at this 
point, i t w i l l raise the level of the bottom and allow the grot-ith 
of species 111^ ® Nuphar luteum, N, pumila. Nymph ea alba for which 
the limiting depth is not so great. The floatin^, leaves shade out 
the subcierged species and prepare the way for the n&^t sta^e i n ttie 
succession, Theii- remains help to raise the substrate level and 
further t h i s . Some free-floating aquatics : Ismna gibba, L,minor, 
L,major, L.trisulca, Hydrocharis raorsus-ranae, Stratoides alrides 
(Azgilla f i l i c u l o i o D S , Riccia fluitans, Salvinia having been 
introduced i n tho South and East of the l i r i t i s h Isles and occurring 
spontaneously for a few years then dying out), occur i n the 
floating leaf zone amongst emergent vegetation. Their only 
restriction to siialloi-j v/ater is tha.t tney must ovenfintor at t he 
bottom of the pond, but thou^^ theoretically freo-lanco ttjay 
seem to be kept to the BiarGin of the pond by surface wirxi currents. 
I n shallarer water the horizontal spread of floating leaves is 
replaced by a thick upaard groi-rth of species with aerial leaves, 
li k e Phrag hiites, Juncus, I r i s h psendacornus, Typn&g Alisina plantago 
- aquatica, Sagittaria sagit f o l i a , Butomuc umbollatus and Typha 
Their dense groi-jth hastens the accumulation of s i l t , and the effect 
of their transpiration must maks some contribution tovrards lor-rcring 
the x-jater table of the pond. This sequence oiay be seen as conccnf^ic 
zones of vegetation round the o^gin of aiiy suitable pond, and is 
illustrated i n the profile chart Fig. I f the successicai progresses 
these zoms migrate bodily out into deeper water and the banks of 
the pond close i n behind thsm. 
In the stages folloEdng the reed-swamp comBiunity the ve£,etation 
is \p£cre5.W.\ at f i r s t with a high imter-tablo and poorly aerated 
s o i l . Such conditions tend to favour the devolopnsnt of s o i l acidity, 
and the of the standing water may wel l determine the future 
course of the sere i f i t i s sufiicientpy base-rich to counteract 
this acid tendency, then fen vef;etation arises, with grasses, sedges 
and later alders and vri.llotJs, These effect a gradual loi-iering of 
the vrater table, and prepare the way for ashtroods and eventually 
a climax of oak. 
I n areas vihere the pond or lake water is poor i n bases the 
succession may b!> deflected by increasing aclaity after the 
reed s^ ramp stage. Sphagnum may enter and the succession proceed 
no further than beg vegetation, under drier conditions this w i l l 
raise the surface of the mire fwming a domad ombropliilous mire, 
as I-toorthwaite Ibss i s , vihich usually drains i n time and gives 
rise to heatn vegetation with Calluna vulgaris, Vaccinium myrtillus 
as dominants. Althougii heath veyetati.on can give place to birches, 
pinas and eventually climax oaktrood, the soils of tliese areas is 
generally too nutrient poor to allow much tree colonization, 
Harever, the ecoseral development may stop at any place according 
to the nutrient requirements of the next sere, I^borthwaite Ibss 
obviously does not have enou# minerals for mixed mosaphytlc 
oaktToode This i s therefore an "edaphic climax". 
Domed onibrophilous mires or raised bogs take their name £rom 
their convex, cushion lik e shaps, V7hich is due to the sloping 
margins where lateral extension of the Sphagnum moss, the chief 
peat-forming agent, i s prevented by the collection of relatively 
base-rich drainage tmter £^ om the surrounding mineral s o i l . These 
sloping margins (German Rand) are better drained than the bog 
centre and carry different communities, often pronounceiily zoned 
and dominated by such species as Calluna, I-Iolinia caeralea, 
Tricho|diorum caespitosus and Betula pubescens. The drainage water 
from the Rand and from the adjacent mineral s o i l f a l l s into a 
wet marginal area knoun as the "lagg" i<rhere the higher base-status 
of the water is reflected i n the occurrence of tlie more cutrophlc 
species characteristic of fens * The central portion of the raised 
bog has a very gentle curvature indeed and carries highly 
characteristic conaminlties dependent i n their nature upon the 
conditions of the bog and i t s climatic and drainage relationships. 
In the more oceanic climates such as those oi' central Ireland 
the undrained bog wi l l s t i l l be actively growins and i-all present 
a mosaic of open pools and of hummocks of groi-iing sphagna» 
This system i s spoken of as the "recenGration complejc" and i t 
produces a characteristic branded peat in x^ hich the vegetation 
of the pools and of the huiamoclts can be traced in constant 
alternation with one another* Highly constant species of the 
regeneration complex f a l l xfithin such oligstrophic genera as 
Calluna^ Erica, Eriophorum, Androinada, CbiycoccuSp Drosera, 
Narthecuim and Rt^ nehosporap as well as equally typical mosses 
and \\>>eTw)o(^  in profusion. 
Raised bogs in continental climates tend to have their 
surfaces bush or tree-covered, and in this country bogs which are 
art i f ic ia l ly or naturally drained pass over a "standstill ca'nplex" 
in which dominance is taken over by Calluna or Eriophorum 
vaginatum, Sphar^ na are less important and peat groirth is reduced 
in rate or ceases, and the peat type produced is moro humified 
than under regeneration conqplex. Such Callina-Eriophorum bogs 
are drier altogether tl^n the active Sphagnum-doininated raised bogs. 
Raised bogs very commonly occur in farmer porii^lacial regions, 
often upon the sites of lakes created by the laying dovm of 
terminal moraines across glaciatea valleys. 
The stratigraphy of such bogs sho\js a l l the early stages 
of colonization of more at less eutrophic lakes, the opan-water 
lake muds being progressively replaced, marginally at f i r s t , by 
reed svjamp, fen and perhaps fenwood. Only at these later stages of 
vegetational developjicnt, when peat formation had carried the 
0 
0 
ground surface above tlio reach of the lake waters, was 
ombrogenous peat for4iiation ablo to begin. Frasn this stage 
ont/ards Sphagnum {TCfuth can be seen to have dominatGd the 
bog's development. In the excellent vegetational studies 
made by Steffen on the shores of the Baltic near Koningsborg tre 
may find displayed together the zonation of living lako, fen 
and raised bog communities and the stratification in the raised 
bog deposits entirely corresponding viith the zonationi such 
correspondence has indeed long been recognised (see Oswald's 
boring Edsnberry Bog), 
KIAT moWJQ 
Edenberry bog shows retrogression. 
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Intor-relationships botweon bog typos and vegetational types 
II, the hydroseral succession. 
Itoss (Itoortliwaito libos) and bo:; (Irish blanlc3t bog) are used 
in this article s3monyaously for the wet, acid ijoat vegotation, and 
moor and moorland are used only in the wide, popular sense. lUta 
plant communities v^ hich form ani inhabit wet acid paat 'i;ave often 
been divided into "lowland" and "upland", but arc sore naturally 
classified as valley bog, raised bog and blanket bog - mass which 
refer to real differences in habitat ^  structure and code of 
development. 
Valley bog and Raised bog. Valley bog is developed where 
water, draining from relatively acidic rocks, sta:,natGs in a f lat 
bottomed valley or depression^ so as to koep th; soil constantly 
wet*. In such situatiore species of Sphagnum am associated plants 
appear and produce a bog limited to the area of wet soilo Such bogs 
are common in the mountainous rey.ons of Palaeoganic rocks in the 
north and vrest of the British Isles, bub they have not tccn 
investigated ecologically, and very l i t t l e is kxiaim of their 
structure and developasnt. The "vjet heath" comciunities (see pp.73U-4il) 
occurring in depressions of tiie Snslish lowland heaths, wUoro tho 
ground tjater i s neai'ly level with the surface, aro ecsontially of 
this typeo 
In a sufficiently moist climate the characteristic raised 
bog (German Hochmoor) may develop on the top of a valley bog. The 
v a l l ^ bog i t so l i , however, being fed by drainage water, i s novor 
so poor in soluble mineral constituents as a raised bog, and it 
contains plants, such as sysces of Juncus and Carcsi, which iiavo 
no part in a typical raised bog. The strcan runninij through a 
vaUoy, hcrjQver stasmnt i t may bocoias in parts oi i ts course csid 
however acidic the rocks which i t drains j, brings a certain quantity 
of soluble salts from the upper roaches where erosion io taking 
placc^ and the xjator of a valley bog is typically loss acid ttinn 
that of a boG dependis^ on precipitation alono. V.hen a raised bog 
develops on the top of valley bog th3 stroasi i s blocifod or diverted 
by the grotJth of tiio bos ve(;etatian am tho peat which i t fopcis. Tho 
original x;ater coia?se raay thus bo fenced to one sido, or split into 
txTO streams which find their way round the sides of the bos: part 
may run below ttej surface of the boj. The iaar;,inal tjatercourses 
forn the lagg (a Stradish tern) of raised bog, oi^ the ve^otation 
of the lagg is charactcristicaUy less extrenal^ o^yphilouo tlian 
that of the ^noral surface oi the raised bog. 
Usually, hoiiever, raised bog io developed not on valley bog 
but on fen. As vje saw in the last chapter, Sphagnma and associated 
plants, T7hich require acid water in their habitat, locally colonise 
the B\irface of fen, ospecially where the large tussocks of certain 
fen plants have raised tlio level above the neutral or aUtaliirs 
ground water, so that the natural acidity of tlio huiiiuG forinod by 
the debris of t'na tussock is not neutralised. Tho snail coanonitios 
of Qsyphilous plants arising in this way may remain voiy limited 
in extent, but there is abundant evidence in the Hritish Isles, as 
well as on the continents of Europe and Horth Anorica, tlat they 
have, in tinB9£» past, spread over and superseded fen vegetation, 
replacing it by wide ejctents oi the highly characteristic noss or 
bog formation, Iliore this foimation has thus arisen on a fen 
localised in a basin i t has itself roiiiaiiKsd restricted to tho 
basin, though this may be of considerable extent, up to several 
miles in diamater. The surface of the moss is characteristically 
convex, sloping gently from the centre tarards the periphery, tyhorc 
i t ends in a relatively steep bank bounded by a ditch or watercaarso 
(lago) representing tho original drainage channels of the fen basin 
and receiving the v;ater draining' £rom the bog. Boyond tho lag:; fen 
vegetation, not yet covered by tha moss, may often be seen. Thus 
the fiioss as a whole i s raised above the immediately surrounding 
fenland, aid this is the origin of tbe Germn tern Iloclaoooro Tide 
is tho type of bog so common in the ^z&t central linestono plain 
of Ireland, wliere they aro based on the local fen basins, and are 
knoim as "red Bogo" from the red-brown colour of the daainont 
vegetation. Similar raised bogs occur in Scotland, northern 
England and Wales, and were formsrly fiiuch commoner, many having been 
destroyed by draining and peat cuttings. 
Blanket' bog. I t seoms probablo that raised bogs arc fox^d 
in climates intermsdlato between ttet of the East Anglian fens, 
vihere the air seem too dry for tiie bog-moss vegetation to extend 
vigorously in dependence upon atmospheric moisture, and that of the 
vrest of Scotland and the west of Irelsnd, where the rainfall ic high 
ord the air so constantly moist that bog is ths climatic formation, 
not necessarily arising in fen basins but covering tho land 
continously except on steep slopes and outcrops of rock. This is 
the third type of bog mot iTith in the British Isles and may be 
called blanket bog, because i t covers tlio whole land surface like 
a blanket o The contrast can be well seen in the bogs developed 
east and west of Galway city in tho west of Irolaad. To tte oast 
is the great plain of Carboniferous IdjnostonG with raised bocs 
developed in tie nucsrous small fon basins. To tho tiect is a region 
of acidic rocico und r^ an ejctroiue oceanic climate, anJ bearing olaost 
continuous blanket bog. Blanket bog is indopendoat of localised water 
Bupixlies, depan din:;^  on high rainfall and very liieii average 
atmoQi^cric humidity. Raised bog, on the other iiaid, scorns alzv^ oyo 
to have an aquatic or semi-aquatic oririn, boin :^ built upon foa, 
marsh or valley bog, so that the bog peat is often underlain by fen 
peat and laoustrine or cstuarine s i l t . The dimatc in which raiced 
bog i s developed aust, horjovor, provide oullicicnt atmospheric 
humidity to malas the upward groirtb of the bog possible. 
Bog or moss cQai:iunities« The dominants and associoted 
species of blankot bog and raised bog are mostlyj thou£;h not 
entirely, the sanej but, as we have coon, tlio habitats (in tiio wido 
sense) arc different, and the structure and ^volopncnt also 
differ in several respects* ulankst bog has nsvcr been studied by 
modern methods, but vjo itxxati moro about tho dcvolop:3cnt of raised 
coQi tlianl£s to the labours of continontal workers and to som qxiito 
recent work in the i^itish Isles . The main plant ctxnnuniticc; of 
bog or moss are six -» Spliagnoturaj Rhynch :s fwretun, Gchoonotun, • 
Eriophoretum, ScirpotuEi and Ibliniotun - and of those Spiiagnatura 
i s the i i r s t and most fundamental. 
(1 ) SiAiflGnotum. The species of the gonuo Sjfiia^ n^uLi, as is \JO11 
laiotrn, have a Idglily specialised vegetative structure. Tho surface 
of the stem is covered with a layer of largo CEjaty cello, tjhojo 
walls are strengtliened Tc/y ribs and pierced by relatively wide holoai 
the loaves consist of a single la^or of c_lls , too ftamowork 
composed of cells sinilar to those covering tho surface of tlio 
stem, and running bottjoen them are lines of narrow living; cells 
coHtaining chlorophyll. The network of fine capillary channels 
fonued by the o i^y colls with their pierced walls results in tlio 
plants absorbing liquid water in contact x-iitl. their shoots through 
the holes in the cel l trails and holding i t like a sponge, so tint 
a considerable quantity can be easily squeezed out ijith tto fingers 
from a living tuft of aE i^agnuo, Water 5s also held between the 
surfaces of tho leaves and ths steos. Llien this surface water has 
been lost evaporation that contained in the colls is slo:;ly 
evaporated into tho a ir , the actual rate of evaporation depending 
of course primarily cm tuo saturat .on deficit of water vapour in 
the air as well as on the structure of the plant, 
Variation of Iiabitat and structure. Some species of Splia^ -nusi 
are aquatic mosses, grovang immersed in water: others live on 
constantly wet soi l or more coBaaonly on the tret bases of the aerial 
shoots 01 other plants, Ths habitat of these must be pretty 
constantly tjet, either f r n so i l trater or abundant precipitation, 
and the "terrestrial" Spiiagna are most abundant and flourish most 
luxuriantly imder conditions of very high average atmospheric 
hunadity. The species which live in the less constantly wet 
habitats, as Uatson (191o) points out, possess scoronorphic 
characters in greater or less degi'ce - cras^ctncss of habit, close 
imbrication of leaves on the branches, infolding of the leaf 
edges - characters xihich check loss of tiater evaporation to tho 
air* The moro aquatic species are least xeromorphic and least 
able to resist desiccation. 
Acidity and minaral requiromsnto, T IB Gpha^ na are well 
laiown to flourish o:ily X7here tiioy ore in contact trith Eoro OK* 
leas acid water and to be killed by exposure to alicalino solutions. 
The acid substaticos held in their ce l l walls absor-b ths baooo of 
nutrient salts, setting; irec the acid ions and thus maintaining 
an acid liKsdium in contact vrith the moss. IJhile this i s true of a l l 
the species they vary a good deal in sensitiveness to an alkaline 
medium, anl this i s corrolated ,iri.th the degree of thoir o:7n acidity, 
(Skene, 1915.) i35:'oad3y speaking the least acid SEXJcies grow in the 
less acidic habitats, V7here they can usually obtain a cjoater supply 
of mineral salts, while the ejctreiasly acid species, most readily 
killed by alkaline solution s, have a very loir mineral requirci.:ent 
and grow in the most acidic habitats. Thus Skene found that 
Sphagnum contortum^ a species which, judged £rcsi i t s habitats, is 
of relatively lii£|i mineral requirements, had an avorac;o "ps-inary 
acidity" (lasasured in terns of grams of acid hgrdrogcn por hundred 
grams of Spha:jnun material after thorou:;h washing out of ^lo 
absorbed bases) of O.07l5j whilo S,rubellum, a husL.ock-forning 
spec es of hif;hly acidic raised bojj, had an average priaary acidity 
of 0.1092, This corrolation i s not however esaffh* Skene founti 
that the acidity of differant samples of the sams species varied 
a good deal and that thoir ranges of acidity ovorla psd 
considerably! and there is evidence that what appoaro to be tho 
samo species ra^y differ mrtedly in acidity and i.abitat in 
different regions. Farther researca is required on the rolation 
of acidity and cilnural roquirersnts to habitat, anc. on tte 
possible cacLstanco ol different ecotypes of the same species. 
OBcidation-reduction potential. 
Itearsall (1938) found that the valiies in tho Sifea^n t^un 
of raised bog, tjhere the conditions troi-e optLmal for tho -rotxth 
of the bog moso (species not stated), varied bstxjcon 1^ ,17 and 
h*62 at 10cm depth, most deterfiiinatlons giving a n-eadinc oi 
li,2 or U»3 These soils are "reducing'. 
Water requirements. The folla-jing species of dplia^ia aro 
arranged in order of t^ ater requirement and mineral requiroaont, 
S. Cuspidatum low mineral requirement 
S, squarrosum high " " 
S, Papillosum high " " 
S, tenellum intermediate " 
S, I-Jagellanicum Im " " 
S, Fuscum low " " 
S. Imbricatum low " " 
S. Rubellum low " " 
Role of Sphagna in vegetation. Certain species . f tha 
genua are ths characteristic dominants and primary peat foraers 
of the many mosses or bogs t;hich cover tride areas of flat or 
gently sloping or undulating land in the cooler regions of the 
northern hemisphere, mare especially the uneven tiorainic ground 
left the Pleistocene ice-sheota. Starting trith ac^iatic Si3::cica 
in the innuiaarable pools or lakelets occupying tho hollais, or 
with less hydropiiytic spccioj on valley bog, fen ox foa'ost 
vegetation in a ouif iciontly aoist climate, tie bog LasLOs EK3^  
spread far and xxidc over currouiidinv; vc:;otation, tin foox-o 
liydrojAjytic being succeeded by less I^rdrophytic species. In 
this xray tic moss bogp have destroyed and buried (jrcat areas 
of fon or forost more than once in post-'glacial timos, probabiiy 
always ac the result of change Item a drier to a wetter cliiaato. 
Owing to tho peculiar structure of i ts tiosuoc alrcaci/ ccecrlbcd 
Spliagnun carries i ts aim water with i t ao i t grovic up:jardc and 
outwards. Thus a pad cushion of one oi" tlio iocc lvdroph,/tic 
bog mosses foms an extending shoot saturated with i;ator and 
with a convex upper surface, and the raised bog as a x;holo is an 
aggregate of ouch ohoets, also with a slightly convcic surface, 
since tho centre of the bog rops'eoonts i ts oldcct end thsrcfcro 
its highest lart . 
The olde., laror layers of tkio noss are cut off iron light 
and air by the living surface layor, and progressively die. 
Compressed by the increasing superincuiabent tToight GO tte noso 
rises higher, and unaLle to decay comjiLotely oidn.; to absonco 
of free aiygen and of the normal action of soi l bacteria, tho 
lower layers of noss are conveitod into typical acid bog or moss 
peat,, whose antiseptic propsrticG are well Isiown iroa tiio 
wonderfully coiaplot;. preservation after many ccntur'ics oi' varlouG 
objects, izicludin^ the bodies oi anicalo and i:.cn, that iiavo boon 
buried in tie bog. 
Such a raised bog is not however a simple ncca of bphagHoa, 
but has a complex structure. In tis f irs t piece i t is cc.~apooed 
of very nuiaerouG aggrecatod Sphagnum cushions or Iaia.iocI:s, in 
each of xjhich progress ion iirom aquatic or subaquatic spccioc 
at the base can be traced up;;arda to the more sorooorjfijic cpecieo 
at the aammit of the cushion, AEd cccondly i t is inhabited ly a 
number of species of oecyphilous vascular plants txhoso rcimins 
form part, ooiaatisoG the greater part, of tho |»at , ISio ohapo 
an d grartn of the individual cushions reflect in petto those o:l the 
bog as a whole. Tho structure of a raised bog wil l be dcccribed 
in more detail in conno:tion t-xith the Irish raised bogs. 
Sjdiagnotum in Great Britain. A great deal o2 Gpliagaun peat 
has been formed in tho British Isles durin:; tho ireotcr c l irct ic 
epochs of the post-glacial period. But in tho lailando o:. i'-hgland 
S.ftogncta are now mainly taet with in sanc^ heath a. eas wlioro the 
drainage i s inpeded so timt acid soi l water accunuletes, Tlieco 
"tret heath" Sjdiagneta txith their associated species of floiicring 
plants are really "valley bogs" of limited eicfcoat, and sho:i a 
f lorist ic composition quite similar to, though not identical with, 
those of raised and blanlset bogs* Other species of S^i,^ occur 
in certain x-iet woods and on certain fens wcdor appropriate 
conditions. On. the uplands Gphagnstura does not now cover any 
large areas of Great Britain. In many upland regions peat i s notr 
being actively eroded, though in tho t-jettest cliLintes, and locally 
tjhere the necessary cdaphic conditions are realised, peat is s t i l l 
bein:] foraed* Tansloy 1939 seys that "iu is daibfcful i f an 
vmspoiled oxanplo now e:tists, thou:>i there may be some in tho 
Lake District and neighboring regions 
The only available description of a Scottish raised bog 
"with wliich to com:-;are Iloorthwaito IIocs" is that of a s::all but-
very perfect esa^ p^le coupletolj- enclosed by natuafo plsisjc^ od on 
tls3 -L'juth-IJestom side of Lock liaree in noss-cliiro. 
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PINE WOOD /(3)y4ctLi« 
I regeneration 
\ complex" / PINE WOOD 
C4) More staJtCc 
area, with Largv, 
hiLmmocks and. 
islands (^) 
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Fio. 138. DIAGRAM OF SMALL RAISED BOO AT LOCK MAKEE (ROSS-SHIEE) 
1 The boK is developed on a terrace of the steeply sloping hilUide and is entirely ".unjoundedby 
! ^ t i ^ ' p L t o o d . l i e thicker arrows show the steeper slopes. J J J - ^ f ^ ^ ^ " ^ ^ ^ 
memo.? and the boundaries and scale are only approximate) Cf f • / J . PjotZSA 
which^ taken from the hillside at the south-west end of tho bog (top of the diagram). 
. approximately from the position of the vertical arrow. 
Tho folloirin;; speciss xicre recorded in a snail raised bog at 
Loci: I'srcoi 
(1) lagg (in end rjDar tic stream); 
::olinia caemlea d 
Sphagnum papillosura cd Calluna vulgaris C 
So recurvuiii cd Carox panicca f 
So plumulosutii f Potcntllla erecta f 
Juncus effuous o-la Erica tetralix o 
* Kot floifering freely 
(2) ISirginal Calluna zomt 
Calluna vulgaris* d Potentilla erocta f 
iiolinia caenilea a Brosera rot-andifolia o 
Sphagnuu papillosu^a f 
* flowering a?ecly, 
(3) Regeneration caTiploxs 
In pools and hollows Forming huEmocks 
Sphagnum cuspidatum var. Sphagnum papillcsxm a 
subjnarsun a 
S, plumolosun I'-a 
S, xsagellanicun (nedivu) o 
S, rubelliim (svxL.iito) 
f 
S. inundatum r 
Rhynchospora alba a 
Drosora anglica a 
Eriophorura angi^stifoliui f-a 
Carait pulicaris o 
Sjtognum toiielluri (moHuscum), Rhacomitrium lasj:;;:,iaosun and 
Ifypnura cupressii'oriiJO tjere scattered on the liu<T;.'acJa}. 
(U) Kore s tat ic area. This contained tixe follcwin- adeitional spaciocs 
Eriopborum vaginatixm a-ld Erica te tral ix i. 
i?arthecium ossiilracuo a pedicularis syivatica 0-
I-blinia caerulea f - l a Juncus squarrosus 0 
PotentiUa erocta f - l a Scirpas ceespito3us r -
Drosora rottmdifolia f Carex panicea 0 
Calluna vulgaris f C.stel lulata r 
Seedlings of Pinus aylvoatris vjore abundant. 
(5) "Islands" (rock outcrops) « e 
Calluna vulgaris a-d i^num schreberi i 
Ilolinia caerulea f Dicranum scopariUi.i 0 
Pteridium aquilinuB f %locondun loreum o 
Agrostio canina 0 ll.splondens 0 
Juncus effusxis 0 Thuidium ta.'Xiriscinua 0 
Vacciniien myrtillus 0 
Pinus s i l ve s tr i s (dwarfed) F Cladonia sylvaticc 0 
I l ex aquifoliun 0 C.uncialis 0 
CoEi^arQ t i l l s X7iti: -
Iloa-'thiraite HOGG Ciariisrlancl. 
(3) SiVe^  rvj,^  
^^Vix • 
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8 (!) 
\ 
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t i o n of i t s successe 
I t i s reasonably clearp howevers that during tho 
past 5000 years or more the dominant determinant of vegetation 
has been human a c t i v i t y with deaphic and climatic factors play-
ing but a secondary role. 
The concept of a period of post«01aeial elioatic 
optimum i s d i f f i c u l t i n apply i n the face of increasing Isnow-
ledge of the autecologies of different species* I n tho 
Cumberland Lowland i t s o l f there were no vegetation changes 
certainly indicative of 'is^rovcd* thermal conditions after 
about 6000 BACo I n the region immediately south of the Lake 
D i s t r i c t h i l l S j hmsverp the occurrence of S i l i a cordata on 
base-rich soils (Smith 19585 1959§ Oldfield 1960b| Ualkor 1955G) 
cannot be similarly dismissed. She pattern of tho spread of T« 
cordata through Great B r i t a i n (Godwin 1956) certainly sugeosts 
that i t s extension was slowed by competition f£>oa tho existing 
closed forests of oak and elm and that i t did not roach the 
north«»wQst u n t i l very latOg possibly long after the region 
became climatically suited to i t . I t s very establishment at the 
l i m i t of i t s range i n 2one Vila under these conditions argues 
a change i n the factors determining forest composition which i s 
d i f f i c u l t to attribute to anything other than climate, ^e 
v i r t u a l absence of T i l i a i n Cumberland at tho time may have 
been due to the absence of suitable soils but i t might equally 
have been true that any climatic change failed to transgress 
the threshold of tolerance for 7 i l i a i n that region. 
* 62 * 
Tfa© humidity of the region was QVident alroady i n 
late**Clacial time (part VI) o Shore i s no pollen analytical 
evidence for a dry period at any time i n the post-=»Glacial« 
The extension of Alnus glutinosa i n Zones C12 (Boroal^Atlantic 
Transition) i s attributed to an effective increase i n r a i n f a l l 
which inay have been going on for soiae time already (part ¥11) • 
lis i s certain., howovers, that evidence of increased ps'ecipita-
t i o n i s more l i k e l y to be preserved i n organic deposits than i s 
evidence of desiccation^ so that a lack of evidence for dryer 
periods does not preclude their having occurred. 
As far as i t goesj thereforoj the evidence susgests 
that a thermal 'optimum' might have been achieved early i n the 
post«Glacial and that increases i n procipitationp evaporation 
r a t i o occurred f^om time to time throughout the periodo 
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northward i n t o the Cuiai/hitton Moss basin, but t h i s could only 
hav3 functions^ i f th© uater l e v e l had stood above 120 a O0D09 
an order of l e v e l f o r vjhidi there i s no evidence i n the 
stratigraphy^ 
The melting of the ice block uas fo l lowed by tho 
accumulation of a sandy s i l t uhich bacame progressivoly eore 
muddy as time '^ rent Dn but never bacaae very orgmiCo This 
deposit might represent- only a remnant of a formerly greater 
extension^ removed from the edges of the basin subsoquont 
erosiono Above i t j , s i l t y clay-«>mud ms l a i d doun duriEi,'^ Zones 
CI9 G2 and early 03 (Do The pollen diagram indicates hou 
barren ijas the vegetation of t h i s period. Only Myriophylluo 
a l t e r n i f l o r u m could" r e a l l y f l o u r i s h i n such oligotsghie 
conditionsj, although Alisma plantago^aquatica^ Sparganium sp. 
and Hymphaea c fo alba were sparsely represented whilst grassesj 
sedgesj Thalictrum sp« and Filipendula ulmaria forssDd poor 
f r i n g i n g fensp probably incompletely covering the ground and 
hardly d i s t i n g u i s h a b l e fZom the coBuounities occupying the d r i e r 
and higher landoThe l a t e r h a l f of Zom C3 (1) witnessed the 
deposition f i r s t of fin® sand and then ( i n Zons C^ ) o f coarse 
sand and gravel which can oly have resulted from tho re-
d i s t r i b n t l e n of earlier=deposited material from tho uppor slopes 
o f the basino A pronounced change i n water=table Eay iiavo 
been s u f f i c i e n t to a ccouiit f o r t h i s ^ but the upper parts of 
the deposit are very mixedj) suggesting the downslope soliflueti'*.:^ 
movement o f unsorted material under freezQ<=thavj condit ionsr 
The pollen a n a l y t i c a l data do not indicate any major eco.'.ogieal 
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change i n the basin dur ing t h i s pG?i©de Tho eonsistoat 
presenoQ ot Sphagnum SQQSGS (CSO 20^ 3 A o P o ) i s perhaps Q£ 
interests) but eight bs diae to t h o i r sscondary i n c o r p o r a t i o n 
w i t h s o l i f l u c t o d oiatorialo 
A fter t h i s episode the f o r e&tion oS t r u l y orgcnic 
deposits i n the basin begcitu The f i r s t stage^ eovoring Zones 
C5» 06 and early G? ill and early I I I ) resulted i n up to om 
of nekron mud being cloposited beneath the lake up to a 
maximum height o f 3o5 below s i t e datum^ i« e o about 117 ^ OoDo 
The pollen diagrfim i s rather uninforiaative about the lake 
iregetation during t h i s period* Tt i s evident that 
Myriophyllum a l t e r n i f l o r u a was much less important than forearly 
but there is'no in d i c a t i o n of what replaced i t o I t cjay bo 
that the more stabl© conditions around the laarginsj resulting 
i n a diiainution i n the quantity of inorganic c i a t e r i a l supplied 
to the lake8 thereby rendered the lake water intolor&^ly poor 
i n nutrients to anything other than micro-organismso Apart 
from an isolated •asimua of Filipendula uloiaria pollen and 
the persisting Thalictrum sp^ the f r i n g i n g fens oust hawD been 
l a r | e l y dominated 1^ grassos« 
During the l a t t e r part of Zona G? and Zone C8 ( I I I ) sgmd ^ 
was once again washed i n t o the lake^ although not on tho scale 
of Zones C3 and C^ o Indeedp no more rigorous condi t ions than 
a change i n water tablop or the s l i g h t exposui'o of s uxTounding 
slopes to water erosions, seem necessary to explain t h i s 
change 9 p a r t i c u l a r l y a s the deposition o f nokron mue! cent i n ' 
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continued throughout* Tho only recorded f l o r i s t i c ehan^ -e of 
any substance v/as the continued diminution of altornifloruag 
punctuated at the top of Zone C8 (111) by a.-tsciporary 5?a5:iGUEis, 
perhaps only at the sit© of the pollen diagramg and the suddon 
abundance of Ranunculus s©ct» Batraehiumo I n tho frinsiiss 
fensj as i n th© dry^land v©:]:©tation9 sedges perhaps -^cplcced 
grasses i n partj, but there i s no other indication of ehan??© 
ther©p 
With the opening of Zone C9 (IV«V)j allo^^^thonous 
material became very rate i n the l&ike mudj whilst i n tho 
l a t t e r part of the zone the muds became fi?:3ly d s t r i t a l j 
suggesting overgrowth and the i n i t i a t i o n of a hydroseroj at 
least at the edgeso During Zone C9 at least h&lf a sotre of 
organic md accomulated and the water l e v e l canr-ot hcv© been 
more than 2p5 balow s i t e datum^ ioOo Islow 118 m OoDo As 
the curves f o r Mo a l t e r n i f l o r u m and Ep secto Batrachium f a l l 
i n the pollen diagramsg that o f Nympiiaea rises to talse t h e i r 
place w h i l s t abundant inacroscopic reriains near tho top of ihe 
zone indicate the presence of Kp alba and Potamogeton natans i n 
quaatityo Marginally grass and sddge fens undoubtedly began 
to encroach on the lakeg Thalietrum f i r s t and then Vilipend ula 
ulmaria dimished i n importances, presumably as or'-anic 
accumulations reduced the ac c e s s i b i l i t y of minoL-al soil;. 
Duiii^g t h i s gonoj therefore, the or^ianic productivity of the 
lake and the s urrounding mires v/as evidently much increasedo 
There i s no stratigraphic evidence of enrichment by the inflow 
of new materials from th© surroundingSj nor was the nature o f 
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the sediment on the lake bottom markedly diffei-ent fron JiiiMit 
v/hich had been available since the end of Zone Ck (I)o I t 
seems probable 5 therefore j that t h i s narked5 and f a i r l y rapid j, 
change was l a : ^ l y the r e s u l t of the climatic ameliorat;:.o:i at 
th© beginning of the post=Glacial period (sensust:i'icto)o 
During Zone CIO (VI) the o^rsrowth of tho lake by 
mire communities continuedo The stratigraphy i s co:c5fusir*2 
but there s eems l i t t l e d oubt that fens encroached from the 
northern margin;, through the deposits of which the poir.en 
diagram passes* By the middle of Zone CIO these fons had 
replaced the aquatic communities of Ho alba and Po natans;, 
v;hich had feeen joined at the beginning of the zone aqui^tic 
species of Sphagnum^ ssufrp^csting the fcs^innin^ of acidifieGiioa 
of the lakeo The fen deposits of t h i s period s t i l l contain a 
large sedimentary f r a c t i o n indicatin'^ that they were s t i l l 
being l a i d dovra below water l e v e l j v/hich cannot hc.ve .Btooc-. 
more than 2 m below the s i t e datum, ioeoll8 m Co D o , at the end 
of Zone ClOo The abundant remains aS trees i n the aadj 
p a r t i c u l c r l y those of Betula pubescens, sugt^est <:hat Ihe i n i t i a l 
colonizing coanunities were of the swamp«carr ty^e (Laobert 
1951)0 At the south side of the basin, howe\3arp Sphannua 
peatj at f i r s t w i t h a few sodgesg d i r e c t l y overlays the lake 
muds a t t r i b u t a b l e to Zone C9c, Moreover, usalcss v;hoir o r i g i n 
be ascribed to the neighbouring Cuschitton I-Ioss, '•.he hij^h 
values of Sphagnum spores and Calluna pollen i n the diagram froc 
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l a t e i n Zone CIO onwards must indicate the active growth of 
bogs i n the basino I t therefore seems necessary to suppose 
t h a t j v j h i l s t swamp^carr occupied the northern part of th© 
basin, a Sphagnum bog was developing on the southarnbaniss 
and aquatic Sphagna were invading the water surface of the 
lake i t s e l f o ( I t may be si g n i f i c a n t i n t h i s connoscion ohat 
the f i e l d immediately to the south of the basin u n t i l very 
recently contained a woodland growing over a Callusja heath 
on shallow peat over a very well=dovoloped podssol pro f i l e ) o 
This pattern persisted throughout Zones CIO, G i l and Clii (¥1), 
the bog steadily encroaching on the s^i^amp^carr and f i n a l l y 
replacing i t o This r eplacement was probably not a very 
regular process and i t s uncertainties acccjunt for the 
chronological hiatus i n tho pollen diagram between tho top of 
Zone C12 and tho base o f Zone Ci99 an i n t e r v a l represented 
by only 25 cm of depositso 
Early i n Zone Clv>9 Sphagnum bog extesded &r, f a r 
northward as the s i t s of the pollen diagram and probably 
rap i d l y covered the rest of jhe uire thereaftoro I t i s 
d i f f i c u l t to determine when, i f ever, t h i s bog bacani© 
independent of topogonous watero i'he high Galiana values at 
the top of the pollen diagram might 1 ndicate t h i s etezip|©, 
w i t h which an increased frequen(!iy of d r i e r habitats x^juid 
probably have been .associated, but they might equally derive 
from vegetation on heaths outside (b'laie basin iteelfo I t i s 
evident from h i s t o r i c a l recora.s and microtopographic ©vid©neQ<j 
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however^ that Moorthwaite Moss had frown up to considerably 
'above i t s present surface l e v e l the Middle Agesj prosuEa 
as an ombrogenous raised boge 
The most notable ecological changes at rJoorthv;aito 
Moss which which stratigraphic breaks are associated ares ( i ) 
the accumulation of sandy clay mud i n an oligotrphic l a k e 
during Zones CI and 02 leading,, i n Zone 039 to the deposition 
o f what i s probably a s o l i f l u c t i o n deposit? ( i i ) tho 
beginning of organic accumulation immediately a f t e r t h i s 
event § ( i i i ) the overgrowth of the lake by swamp^carr f r o a 
the north and Sphapnum from the souths, beginning i n Zofie C10| 
and ( i v ) the f i n a l overgrowth of the whole bL,sin by Hpl^ssua^ 
dominated ^og comraunitieso There i s no strong cvide*:cG f o r 
major changes i n water l e v e l a t any time, a l t o i ^ ^ h the .lpiic,sji 
water l e v e l compatible w i t h accumulation of the deposits 
n a t u r a l l y r ises as the basin f i l l s o The i n s t a b i l i t y of tho 
marginal slopes resulted i n the inwash of i n o r g a n i c r^ctos'ial 
i n t o the l a k e o At tioorthwaite Moss i t extended f>/o,:i :.he 
l a t t e r part o f Zone C? ( H I ) through Zone C8 (IlDo 
The inwash of inorganic materials and acciif^-ilation 
of inorganic sediiients ceased at t l x beginning of Zom G9 
(IV •= ? ) , From t h a t t i s © onwards there i s no indication i n 
the sediments o f the physical conditions of tho s o i l s o f tho 
surrounding s lopeso 
VEGETATIOH 
The general development of the iiydrosore iiasbeen 
describedo At Moorthvjait© Moss tho ^ s i n harboured an 
open pool w i t h varying frequencies of Myriophyllua a l t o r n i f l o r u a 
and rare Diiymphaea alba, Alisma plsztago aquatica and poor and 
narrow marginal fens throughout Zonos CI to C8 (I«III)o 
Zone C9 (1V«V) witnessed the bogizming of rapid estension of 
swamp carr and Sphagnum r a f t s i n t o the open uatoro Sons 
d e t e r i c ^ t i o n i n conditions was being Reflected i n the 
increasing barrenness of the lakes at Moorthwaito tJosOo One© 
the i n h i b i t i o n s of Zones G? and 08 ( I I I ) " wore passed^ however, 
hydrosere development was very quicko 
Some aspects of the pollen d iagram froo Lhe s i t e 
are su'jaarized i n figures* I n th© figure aeoimson c o r t i c a l 
scale has been adoptedg A purely ar b i t r a r y spa-n has^ccn 
a l l o t t e d to Zonos CI to C^  icclusi'veo Finallyg £t:::ple levels 
from the separate sites hr,vs been dis t r i b u t e d throi^^n Cc^ eh 
separate zone at distances proportional to t. e i r o r i e i i i a l 
i n t e r v a l s at the points of saraplingo The poller, freciuencles 
shoi-jn on the diagram hrvo been recalculated n & newbci-iSo 
The new "pollen sum? • comprises t^llcomoonly occm-vlnn, trees 
and shrubs (Bstulc spoo. Pirns, Coxylus, Sails, Juni^iorus), and 
herbs judged to be at least mainly occupying ainert-l P:-:11S at 
most s i t e s , and the Ericales (Calluna, Empetr-jj-^)o xho herb 
section i s divided i n t o two components, v i s o those types thougl^ 
t o derive fiom d r i e r s o i l s (Gramineae, Arteinisia, P.utnox, 
Plantago, Helianthemum, Armaria) others more l i k e l y to 
« 3k » 
represent comaunities on damper sails (Cyperaceaos, Garyophyll= 
aceae ( S t e l l a r i a type) 9 Compositacr, Cruciferaej, Eubiacoaop 
Umbslliferae, Chenopodiaceae)« M the f i r s t section of tho 
diagram the curves for each tree and shrub type are shownj, 
i n d i v i d u a l frequencies bsing calculated as percenta^osof tho 
"pollen sum"5 as w e l l as ©mposite curves f o r each of tho four 
main sections o f tho pollen r a i n referred to dbovc calculated 
on the same basiso The second part of tho diagram 
i l l u s t r a t e s frequency m r i a t i o n s w i t h i n tho rrou-; of Liorbs 
characteristic of dry ground^ values teing percentages of tho 
t o t a l f o r t h i s group p f pollen types alone0 In-the t h i r d 
section the herbs of damp group are s i m i l a r l y treatedo The 
o r i g i n a l zonation of t h i s ps&t of each of the o r i g i n a l pollen 
diagrams (parts I I to XV) was tosed on the changing balnnce 
beti-jeen tho curves f o r the pollen of trees and shrubs and that 
f o r the sum of herl^aceousLieliopJiytes of dry lando Variations 
of i n d i v i d u a l curves amongst tho herbs did not eontribuite to 
that primary zonation -30 ti^ a t any correlation now estaljlishod 
between such i n d i v i d u a l curves or tetween them aM the primary 
chronology i s not simply the r e s u l t of tho o r i g i n a l sorption 
technic] ueo 
The most s t r i l i i i i s feature of these diagrams i s tho 
dominance o f herb pollen over that of trees and shrubs from 
Zone C^  to Zone CS inclusive* I n view of tho c r i t e r i a which 
the herbaceous components have been selected t h i s must iaply 
a predominantly open, alri:.ost treeless, vegetation throunhcat 
the late-Glacial poriodo During Zone 02 (I-ioorthwaitc), iiowevcTr, 
there i s evidence f o r more abundant treegpowtho 
The rat© a t which the herbaceous comouaities wore 
replaced by trees and shrubs i s interestingo At Moorthwaite 
change was hardly ocompletoly accomplished l a 1000 yoarse 
A l l the trees and shrubs which were available at tho 
sit® increased t h e i r frequencies more or less simultaneously 
during Zone C5o This must imply a lack of competition • 
between these plants a l l of which must have been wl t h i a the 
l i m i t s o f t h e i r climatic tolerance and readily available 
outside the area or from isolated stands w i t j i i n i t o Indoed, 
compet^on batgeea th© woody plants seems not to have bson 
important u n t i l the end o f Zone G9 when Corylus tz(^an i t s 
great espansiono The shade=intolerant Juniperus persisted 
at least from the middle c f Zone C8 tiiroughout Zone G') u n t i l 
the expcnsijn of Corylus beraKo This^ as w e l l as tho p a r a l l e l 
but loss continuous occurrence of many herbs ( © o g o Har.2s cfo 
acetosella), must indicate that the high birch fr©^533r.eies of 
Zone C9 are not necessarily to be interpreted as tho product 
of closed uniform birch forest but of birch woodland with 
abundant cleai-ings and open places fringed, or t o t a l l y 
occupied, by juniper and vrillow thickets and into uhich the 
hazel could quicldy pens^trcte, ©oS« th© ond of 'lorn C9« 
At Moorthwaite a particular cliaage takes longer to achieve 
and, as a co r o l l a r y , i s usually not wel l defir.s6 for e. n'jnbor 
of otherwise separate phenomena necessarily oveslap^ At 
Moorthwaite herbs of the dry s o i l group preponderate tiiroushoutc 
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Within tho framework of these general observationsj, 
and using evidence fi'om a l l the pollen diagrams and from 
macroscopic i d e n t i f i c a t i o n s from the site9 the soquonc© and 
pattern of vegetation development during thispioneer period 
v j i l l be describsdo 
During the Cambrian O s c i l l a t i o n (Zones 01 to 0^ 
inclusive) the vegetation.appears to have been predorainantly 
^©rbaeeouso A wide variety of gonera are represented i n tho 
pollen diagrams (eogo Artemisia, Ruaex, Filipondulac, Thalictrua, 
Campanulap Arraeriaj Koeaigia), but i t i s d i f f i c i a l t to 
associate these i n d i s t i n c t ecological groups oscopt by picking 
out those most characteristic of d r i e r s o i l S o This i s the 
group which suflered most at the expansion of Betfla o:iid Pinus 
which characterizes Zone C2 and which almost certaizjly 
represents a greater expansion of woodland areas than oeeui'red 
at any subsequent time during the late«Glacial ^ariodo I t 
i s notable that Juniperus i s not recorded before the ond of 
Zone Gho I t seems very l i k e l y that Zone CI was a oai'iod of 
more or less complete vc-^etation cover most of which was 
herbaceous and susceptible to rapid and ephemeral ohL\n:;Q 
induced by physical chanres which must have been r e l a t i v e l y 
frequent during the early t opographical and s o i l d evelop-zent 
following the r e t r e a t of the Main Glaciation ice* Bstual 
(probably including ho nana) and Pinus vje.'.e alroticly present 
and expanded onto tho d r i e r , and probably more Btablo, s o i l s 
toward the end of the zone to establish the veretation pettorn 
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diagnostic of Zone C2o I n that zono there i s l i t t l e doubt 
that thevegetation was s t i l l diagnostic of Zone C2o I n t h c t 
zone there i s l i t t l e doubt that thevegotation was s t i l l 
doainantly herbaceous but with a l i b e r a l scatter of birch and pirie 
although how f a r those wero of severely l o c a l significanec i s 
d i f f i c u l t to judge from a single diagram fro':a t h i s periodo 
I n Zone C3 these tr e e s , particuarly the pine, beecnc lees 
frequent and the vegetation seeos v i r t u a l l y to have returned to 
i t s Zone CI conditlono Those changes continued i n t o Zone C**-
i n which the plants of d r i e r s o i l s , notably Gramineae and 
Rumex cfo acetosella, seem to have assuTsed even greater import° 
ance amongst the herbaceous floras, at lea£.t i n the u.^psr juTt 
of the zone at Hoorthwaito*. I t i s d i f f i c u 3 t to avoid i n t e r p r e t -
ing these records as indie.-tive o f an open tundra-O'* sto^^ce^like 
vegetation w i t h rare tree birches, Lin'^ possibly pii^es, i n 
p a r t i c u l a r l y favoured l o c a l i t i e s (by reason of t i a i r r.sa?ct 
or s o i l ) but more extensive shrubfcsiies of di'arf i l r c h and 
willowso I t may v/ell nuve been a verietation i n which 
conmunities were not w e l l d i f f e r e n t i a t e d f o r , as i n the e a r l i e r 
zones, there i s l i t t l e o f the interpl^sy between the curves for 
for various species which Ijacoiues such a characteristic of the 
following lato=Glacial period» 
Duii nf Zone CS*, w hich i s coirelated w i th :hJJ 
beginnin.^ o f the A l i c r / d psriod, birches boea^ se r enorally 
noro aburxJant over the whole rerionj. The lacESciso of birch 
pollen i n the pollen r a i n seems due largely to the oxijansion 
of tree birches and was oiaintained during Zone C6o The ;oir?.3 
expanded l a t e r (ioQc i n Zone C6) and less markedly than the 
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b i r c h and t h i s might 1 ndicate only a s l i g h t (Extension o f i t s 
range bayond i t s Zone C^- rc f u f i i a or a l t e r n a t i v e l y a ::::eLtcr 
vigour w i t h i n those same areasp Kevsrtheless, a i-ositivc 
increase i n the success of Pinus i s indicated and there con be 
no doubt that t he tree VJUS i n Cumberland i n late«=Glaci<-l ti^ 
although apparently loss abundant thou than at the height 
of th© Cumbrian Osciliatlono Juniporus f i r ^ t assu;:3d 
importance i n Zone C5 and seo"s to have been mors? abundant 
then than i n Zone 060 This might bo expl,. ined by auouosing 
tho shrub to have occupied sites di-~;f ng C5 which were 
subsequently colonized by bi r c h or pinoo But i f the r e l a t i v e 
frequencies o f pollen types are ony guide, these sites must 
have been few f o r herte?.ccou3 polj .on i s s t i l i c l e c r i y doninanto 
Empetrum must havo been an infrequent, but wide?^ c i c t r i b u t c d , 
plant during t h i s tineo 
The gentler h i l l s beyond the imi i jd iGts i-yiT^ins o f 
MoorthvaitG Koss, :^ust have been covered by a pr^cScvilrjr^tly 
grassy ve f i e ta t ion i n which ruderals played a r e l a t i v e l y 
i n s i g n i f i c a n t parto 
Zones C? and 06, therefore, withessed tho esstsnsion 
of wooded areas and the s t a b i l i s a t i o n of the ren^ainin"? 
herbaceous sviardso I t i s possible that small jiLtehe?: o f 
more or leas closed woodland did develop but the: wci.r^ht o f 
evidence suggests tha t those yore uneomaon. D i f f e r e n t i a t i o n 
between the d r i e r slopes w i t h clossu grassland cxid the daap 
hollows w i t h poor fens became pronouneedo 
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Already towards tho end of Zone C6 the ;Xroqueney 
of the trees had begun to docrease and t he equilibrium uhich 
had taken place between 3OO and ^0 years t o schievo and 
had been maintaixrad f o r a r a t h e r shorter periodj, tookoaly 
about 150 years to disrupto At a3.1 the sites the t r a n s i t i o n 
from Zone C6 to C7 which marks t h i s disruption i s charactorisod 
by a diminution i n importance of the pollon of troos and a 
disproportionate increase i n the importance of pollen of 
damp s o i l herbs when compared vjith than of herbs from d r i r 
habitatso Thia phase of apparent success of damp s o i l 
plants v;as probably about 750 ^sars at Moorthwaitoo The 
genera contributing to t h i s e:cpansion varied but undoubtedly 
the Cyperaceae played the $ajor parto At the tlQe of the 
i n i t i a t i o n of these changes, the d ry»soil coiaponent of tho 
herbaceous vegetation began a sequence of highly characteristic 
changes* The frequencies of grass pollen i n the diagrams 
from th© d r i e r s i t e s f a l l w h i l s t those of Ruses c f . acetosslle 
sustain temporary, but w e l l marked masimao Thl.<g i s followed 
by a considerable increase i n the frequency of Artemisia 
pollen together with a more or less pronounced f a l l i n tho 
r e l a t i v e l e v e l o f Rumesco Th© phaa© of abundant Artopisla 
i s not cl e a r l y marked but there canbe no doubt that t h i s was a 
period o f promouned vegetational i n s t a b i l i t y i n which a 
roassortment o f eoamunities took placeo The f i n a l diminution 
of Artemisia coincided with a small Eaassimum of Humes cfo 
acetosella which then remained as a f a i r l y small but 
consistent component of the herbaceous vegetation u n t i l 
the great expansion of the forest trees i n Zona ClOo This 
sequence of vegetation changes lasted f o r about COO yearso 
The points on the pollen diagram from which t h i s ticie period i s 
assessed are, of ooursej, more or less a r b i t r a r i l y determined 
becaase the changes from one phase to another are. rarely 
sharply defined* 
The period of vegetational i n s t a b i l i t y broadly cover© 
Zones C7 and 08 ( I I I ) o The i n s t a b i l i t y i s further emphasised 
by the records o f Armeria vulgaris .from the two zoneso 
The performance of both pine and birch clearly 
deteriorated throughout the region at the beginning of Zow 07 
( I I I ) as did that of juniper at sites where i t had been of 
some significance before© Salix seems to have bseoao inoro 
abundant* This might be s i g n i f i c a n t i n view of the increased 
importance of herbs tolerant of damp s o i l at the same tlWo 
The r ecovery of the trees which began during the l a t t e r 
part o f t h i s predominantly herbaceous period jas re s t r i c t e d 
Sjmost e n t i r e l y to Betula by the end of Zone 08, Pinus having 
by then assumed the subordinate r o l e which iti-ms toisep 
throughout the r e s t of the pioneer period. Ilgreovers, although 
Juniperus might have begun to increase s l i g h t l y with Betula 
i t nowhere reached i t s highest or most consistent values u n t i l 
the expansion of the birch was i f o l l advanced© The birch cover 
was never complete^ that eontiEi(aou« tree birch forests were 
not establishede Further indications of the same face l i e 
i n the low but consistently maintained pollen frequencies of 
Gramineae and Rumex acetosella throughout tho zone and tho 
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occasional records of Campanula, Polemonium, Artooisias, 
Plantago maritioa and Ophioglossumo I n addition Corylus 
avellanaj whicli can hardly ha^is boon f e r t i l e under a closed 
birch canopyj attained considerable importanceo At 
Moorthwaite the trees gained supremacy considerably slowly, 
indeed a steady state wis not achieved u n t i l a f t e r the 
expansion of Colylus and the establishment of more thornophilous 
trees at about 6900 B»Co 
Snipetram had cle a r l y beon present throughout the 
l a t e ^ G l a c i a l period i n the region as a vjhole, although usually 
rate azKJ probably r e s t r i c t e d to small areas of base-'poor sand 
or rocky oitcropso 
During Zone 09 the Iregetation of the region regained 
patchyo The mo^saie was composed of open^eanopy birch wood= 
lands w i t h Juniperus, Corylus or Salix along the oargins and 
i n the clear ingSj , together w i t h grasslands and w i t h herb-^rieh 
communi^ties on the less stable s o i l s and Empetrum i n places 
where s o i l a c i d i t y had quickly^velopado These treeless 
patches were encroached upon by woodlands w i t h i n which, houove?" 
Coiylus continued to play an ever more important role largely 
a t t h e expense o f herbs and Salix ands, i n ^me c a s e , of juniperuse 
I t ims Corylusg tooj which was able quickly to take advantage 
of the reduction i n success of the birches i n some l o c a l i t i e s , 
which coincided w i t h the f i r s t establishment of Ulmus and 
Quercus and w h i c h brought to a n end t h i s period of pioneer 
vegetation a t about 6 8 0 0 Bo Co 
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The following major tendencies v/ere exhibited by the 
vegetation as a wholes 
(a) During Zone C2 of the Cumbrian Oscillation Betula 
and Pinus trees became an important component of the vegetation, 
only to lose this importance i n the subsequent Zones 03 and C^ e 
(b) On the whole, the relatively undifferohtiated or 
widely diverse herbaceous communitios of the later part of tho 
Cumbrian Oscillation and the beginning of the Allergd Oscillation 
(Zones C3 and C^ ) vrere replaced by more stable commuEiities i n 
Zones C5 and C6 i n which trees were of moderate importance. 
(c) This s t a b i l i t y was broken down i n a particularly 
characteristic way during the l a t t e r part of Zono C6 and Zone C7o 
(d) I;;fith the opening of Zone 09} trees began to play a 
more important part i n the vegetation cover than ever before, i n 
spit© of their incomplete cover and differences i n the degrees of 
their importance from sit© to site. 
The Causes of Veeetational Chang© 
None of the plants recorded from the f u l l - and late-
Glacial periods demand high artic or alpine conditions i n thoir 
modern habitats although some, e.g. Betula nana, Sails horbacea, 
Montia fontana, Koenigia islandica, j^om other sites nearby aro 
certainly tolerant of such conditions. Only two species of this 
group seem l i k e l y to be limited i n their southerly extension by 
high maximum summer temperatures, viz. Koenigia islandica (2K- C) 
and Salix herbacea (26 ^C) (Dahl 1951) i the l i m i t s for which are 
modified to 21 to 22 OC and 23 to 25 ©C respectively for the 
B r i t i s h Isles (Conolly 1961). Many more seem to be intolerant 
of extreme cold at the present day, e.g. Armaria maritima, 
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HelianthsQum cham&ecistuss Hippophae rhamnoldGSj, Schoonoplectus 
lacustrisji Potamogeton trichoides. Tiie time availablo t7as 
certainly adequate for a much greater development of birch 
iroodlands than the pollen diagrams indicate. A oajor ecological 
factor must have inhibited them. I n view of the s u i t a b i l i t y of 
a l l other ecological conditions for their spread i t i s d i f f i c u l t 
to avoid ascribing their f a i l u r e to a climatic check. At the 
present day B. pubescens seems to be tolerant of both oceanic 
and continental climates but reaches i t s northern l i m i t at the 
10 July isotherm. I t therefore seems necessary to assume lou 
summer temperatures during some parts of the full-and lato-GSiaftiai 
periods. 
In Zone CI at Moorthwaite Moss there are no records othez 
i 
than those of Helianthemum and Bmpetrum, Betula and Pinus uhich 
impose restrictions on a climatic interpretation. I n the general 
vegetational and sedimentary contest the Pinus frequencies are 
d i f f i c u l t of interpretation but neither these nor the tree birch 
pollen records are sufficiently substantial to indicate summer 
temperatures often escceeding lO^C. The Helianthemum record, hou* 
ever^ though represented by only a fev; pollen grainsj, suggests 
that winter temperatures ifere not extreme, i.e. consistently hQlm 
. 29Q (Proctor 1956). Such conditions uould not prevent the local 
gro^fth of the oceanic Empetrum nigrum. Moreover, they do not 
necessarily imply serious physical disturbance of the s o i l as a 
result of freeze-thaxf action, a fact uhich corresponds v/ell u i t h 
the apparent continuity of the herbaceous vegetation cover and the 
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lack of accufflulation of soliflucted material into tho basin. Tho 
plants of Zone 02 are neither more nor less restrictive on 
c l i m t i c interpretation excopt that the increase i n real abundance 
of Betula and Pinus pollen must indicate a climatic amelioration^ 
probably a small rise i n the mascimum summer temperature, uhilst 
the relative abundance of the l a t t e r might suggest loss ocoanie 
conditions than applied at other times. She records from Zono 
C3 are hardly more diagnostico The f a l l s i n Botula and Pinus 
pollen curves at Moorthimite Moss imply a return to more exacting 
temperature conditions. The continued presence of Helianthemum 
indicates the infrequency of extreme winter temperatures. This 
zone has been correlated with the Scottish Readvance glaciation 
and culminated i n severe s o l i f l u c t i o n movements at I-Ioortht^raite 
Moss. The vegetation data, vfhilst allox-jing a cooling of the 
climate during this period and possibly a slight decrease i n 
continentality, do not require high arctic conditions to have 
pertained around the edge of the Scottish Readvance ico. The 
vegetation seems to indicate a mean January miziimum someuhat 
above Manleyo s estimate of 1 6 ^ («-9°C) for inland Lake Dis t r i c t 
at this stage (Manley 1951s 1953)• 
Similar conditions seem to have continued into Zone CV. 
I n the l a t t e r part of this zone, vrhich i s thought to have been 
contemporary with the f i n a l melting of the Scottish Roadvance ic9p 
changes began which continued through Zone C5 and culminated i n 
Zone C6« Juniperusg f i r s t recorded i n Zone C^-^  became significant 
i n Zone C5o The absolute frequency of this pollen type i s never 
high hoifever, and i f the diminutions i n Zone C6 are correctly 
interpreted as the result of competition vjith trees for favourable 
sites, Juniperus cannot have formed very extensive thickets of 
t a l l bushes except i n particularly favoured spots. According to 
Iversen's (195 )^ interpretation of juniper ecology this might 
imply that many otherwise suitable habitats were s t i l l snow-
covered i n winter. Helianthemum cf. chamaecistus was present 
indicating the general infrequency of very cold tfinters. I t i s 
possible that summer temperatures were only a l i t t l e lower than 
at present i n the Cumberland Lowland. The general climatic i n d i -
cations for this period, therefore, are of an anelioration i n 
which the summer temperatures increased markedly whilst the 
winters remained cold enough for much of the considerable pre-
c i p i t a t i o n to f a l l as snow. Such a regime, which need have in-> 
volved l i t t l e regular freezing of the ground, would accord well 
with the absence of s o l i f l u c t i o n material i n the basins and the 
beginnings of organic accumulation there. The expansion of the 
trees, however, was clearly inhibited more than the supposed 
summer temperature levels demand, and this might have been the 
effect of long, i f comparatively warm, ifinters. I t might also 
have been an effect of severe wind blast which would be l i k e l y 
to have modified the success of trees and shrubs more than that 
of herbaceous plants. The overall implication that sumer 
temperatures improved more than did winter temperatures i s i n 
agreement with Manley* s (1951, 1953) estimates of a rise of 79P 
ik°G) i n July mean but of only IPF (0,50c) i n January mean* 
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Frost-^'thaw movement of the ground and the establishment of 
permafrost are inimical to the development of a continuoi^ 
and stable vegetation (3enninghoff 1952K The conditions 
si^gpsted for the Aller^dd period i n this region, on tho con-
trary, seem l i k e l y to have been conducive to the formcition of 
a more or less complete herbaceous cover^ with tho (snsoquent 
stabilization of the ground surface. 
A nei-j vegetational i n s t a b i l i t y had already begun 
during the l a t t e r part of Zone C6 and continued through Zone 
07 into Zone 08G There was a small but regional diminution 
i n the success of trees, suggestive of a slight climatic 
deterioration of some kind. Juniperus was also loss frequent 
than before, indicating that areas newly vacated by trees were 
not reoccupied by Juniperus presumably, although not necess^ 
a r i l y , because of some climatic limi t a t i o n such as low tempera-
ture or exposure to cold winds. The herbaceous plants do not 
indicate any marked temperature changes from the ii^ c d i a t o l y 
preceding period* Helianthemum cf. chamaecistus was much 
diminished, however, even at St Bees, suggesting tho possibility 
of a decrease i n mean maximum winter temperature bolow - 2^C» 
Armeria maritima, remains witness to the oceanicity of the 
climate, as does L i t t o r e l l a uniflora. The minimal temperature 
changes required between the height of tho Allerj^d period and 
the most regorous conditions of Zones 07 and 08 ( I I I ) seem to 
be a lowering of the maximum summer and minimum winter tempera«> 
tures by a very small amount. Yet pronounced changes i n the 
pattern of herbaceous vegetation took place which suggest (a) 
an increased area of effectively wet s o i l , and (b) a complete 
disruption of the dry-soil communities vMch remained leading 
to the unprecedented abundance of the runderal Artemisia there. 
An associated indication of s o i l conditions at the tino i s the 
accumulation of limited s o l i f l u c t i o n materials i n a l l the basins 
investigated. I f winter temperatures f e l l sufficiently to 
induce moderately frequent winter freezing of the gromd water 
and the formation of patterned ground, this would almost 
certainly i n h i b i t the free drainage of s o i l water during the 
summer thaws, even i n areas formerly well drained. The areas 
most favoured for drainage would s t i l l be distrubed and the 
growth of runderals would be encouraged there at the expense 
of continuous t u r f . There i s positive evidence of the depau-
peration of the phanerogamic f l o r a at some time during Zones C7 
and C8 perhaps implying a small temperature change which was 
insufficient to affect the rest of the aquatic fauna and f l o r a . 
I t seems that a l l the recorded vegetational and stratigraphic 
changes during Zones C? and C8 ( I I I ) can be accounted for by a 
small f a l l i n winter temperatures enough to produce periodic 
freeze and thaw of the ground and resultant sol i f l u c t i o n move-
ments. The climatic indications of individual species, such as 
they are, suggest winter temperatures commonly f a l l i n g below -
2 0^ but rarely exceeding - B^ C and summer temperatures regularly 
f a l l i n g below lO^C, perhaps for only a relatively short period^ 
and frequently rising to about lU-^ C i n favoured lo c a l i t i e s . 
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Manley (19515 1953) does not require such a f a l l i n winter 
temperatures but reaches a somewhat similar conclusion about 
the f a l l i n mean maximum summer temperatures between the 
Aller<0d and the post"Aller/5d climatic doteriorationo His 
modification of these conclusions for the north-uest of England 
particularly (Manley 1959) 0 seems to be i n much closer agre©Esnt 
vjith the present vegetational interpretation. 
Xn Zone 09 richly organic mud accumulated and the 
hydrosere at the points of pollen analysis progressed without 
any apparent environmental check. 
The herbaceous vegetation had hardly gained s t a b i l i t y 
before i t was substantially replaced by trees and shrubs. Kono 
of the plants.recorded from the zone require cliaati© conditions 
more rigorous than those found i n the Cumberland Lowland today. 
I t i s only necessary, thereforeg to t r y to assess the degree and 
rate of the climatic amelioration implied* Continuous forests 
were not immediately established although the components were 
available i n profusion. The temporary abundance of Juniperus, as 
well as i t s continued fpquency later, must imply the growth of 
Juniper thickets independent of snow cover. The expansion of 
Betula pubescens Indicates the early achievement of mean summer 
maxima considerably above 10^0. 
During Zone 09$) Corylus avellana certainly became 
established early but not u n t i l the end of the zono did i t 
expand very markedly. Tree cover was not complete so that com<> 
pet i t i o n for sites ^  unlikely to have inhibited i t s spreads i t 
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seems l i k e l y that temperature conditions restricted i t to HLoro 
favoured l o c a l i t i e s . This would imply that mean July tempera-
tures did not generally exceed about 15^ 0 over the region as a 
whole. This condition does not conflict with the known toler-
ance of any of the other plants recorded from the zone, although 
possibly somewhat marginal for Pfilularia globuHfera. Winter 
temperatures are d i f f i c u l t to assess, even approxioately, during 
t h i s period. I t i s clear from the behaviour of Juniporus, as 
well as from that of Oorylus, that snow did not l i e long i n 
winter. This may have been a result of pronounced oceanicity of 
the climate with relatively mild winters. As Corylus was estab-
lished during this period, i f only i n favoured lo c a l i t i e s , i t i s 
d i f f i c u l t to imagine that the development of closed Bctula 
pubescens forest was inhibited by a climatic factor alone. The 
climate cannot have been sufficiently favourable for tree growth 
for i t s effects to overcome the selective effects of local edaphie 
conditions, particularly where communities were already establish-
ed which were particularly well adapted to both climatic and 
edaphic conditions. 
The opening of Zone 010 (VI) at about 70OOB •C. was 
marked by a great expansion i n the abundance of Corylus avellana 
which must indicate a complete lack of climatic inhibition and 
mean maximum summer temperatures of at least 15^ 0 and an absence 
of late spring frosts. The climatic amelioration from the middle 
of Zone 08 u n t i l the end of Zone 09, a period of about 15OO years^ 
need not have been great i n order to account for the vegetation 
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changes and, i f i t was not greatg i t evidently progressed slowly. 
The rapid and marked change took place at about 7000 BoC, a 
change of which those trees and shrubs already established with-
i n the region i n a pioneer role were able most quickly to take 
advantage. 
The determinants of vegetation change during the f u l l -
and late-Glacial and early post-^Glacial periods were primarily 
climatic changes of small magnitude which nevertheless crossed 
and recrossed the tolerance thresholds of comunities and i n -
dividual species, causing an almost continuous reassortsent of these 
communities both directly and by affecting s o i l conditions. 
g?he Gei^er^l ir^ p;^ tf^ t;l,9n Pal^tern t?^ e Br3,^i^t^ S^ slqs 
The place of the Cumberland Lowland i n the developing 
vegetation pattern of the B r i t i s h Isles i s best appreciated by 
comparing the record there with those from c r i t i c a l l y zoned sites 
elsewhere omitting those within the larger upland masses. Tho 
sites considered are Drymen (Donner 1957) 9 Garscadden Mains 
(Mitchell 1952§ Donner 1957)9 Cannons Lough (Smith 1961b), loasham 
(Blackburn 1952)» Wither slack Hall and Helton Tarn (Smith 1958), 
Skelsmergh Tarn (Walker 1955a), Hawes Water (Oldf i o l d 1960b), Star 
Carr (Walker & Goodwin 195 )^, Moss Lake (Godwin 1959) 9 Aby 
(Suggate & West 1959) and Hockhaa More (Godwin & Tallentire 1951i 
These authors' o\-m interpretations of their diagraias have been 
accepted and comparisons attempted using the general B r i t i s h zona-
t i o n scheme without subdivision? 
Bven the l a t t e r part of Zone I has not been widely 
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documented i n the B r i t i s h Isles. IToi/here, however^ , was closed 
woodland established then and the vegetation was at th© best 
dominated by herbs with occasional shrubberies and rare pioneer 
trees« At this stage the vegetation of the Cumberland Lowland 
seems to have been quite undifferentiated from that of the rest 
of the Lowland B r i t a i n . 
i n Zone I I , howeverg some regional differentiation of 
vegetation can be dlscernedo From East Anglia to Cunberland 
birch woodlands were established, their continuity roughly 
decreasing from East Anglia and Lincolnshire, where pine was 
also undoubtedly established, towards the north-u©st where, i n 
a l l but the most favoured niches, herbaceous and shrub-dominated 
communities s t i l l remained of paramount importance. Beyond, i n 
S$orthern Ireland and Southern Scotland, treeless communities 
s t i l l predominated. At this time, therefore, the Cumberland 
Lowland was i n the van of tree migration. 
During Zone 111$ whilst trees seem to have been loss 
successful than before a l l over the region considered with the 
exception of the Hawes VJator basin, extension of herbaceous 
communities seems to have been most marked i n the north of England. 
At most sites a l l elements of the Zone I I vegetation seem to have 
persisted, many i n a drastically reduced condition. At Cannons 
Lough i n Northern Ireland shrubs and possibly rare bi^sh trees 
became established, suggesting that their former absence might 
have been due solely to lack of time for migration from farther 
south and east. 
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At Hockhaa More i t i s evident that the expansion ©f 
the birch to form closed forests was rapidly accomplished 
the beginning of the post-Glacial period, and the same i s t?uo 
of the Star Carr region. Farther west there seems to have been 
considerable variation from site to site. At Moss Lake^ 
Witherslack Hall and Helton Tarn the rate of closure of the 
forest seems to have been intermediate between that already 
referred to and the f a i r l y slow spread documented i n the 
Cumberland Lowland and at Cannons Lough. At Hawos Water, 
Skelsmergh Tarn and Dryaen forests se§m to have been quicIOy 
established* St may be conjectured that climatic conditions on 
the whole were less conducive to forest development i n the north-
west but that their effects were offset to some extent by other 
peculiarly favourable ecological conditions (e^go s o i l ^ aspect) 
i n many lo c a l i t i e s * The generally greater abundance of the hazel 
i n early post«=>Glacial time i n the north and i^bst might well have 
been a direct reflexion of a climatic gradient but i t might also 
have been due to the more open nature of the vegetation already 
established there which allowed the hazel ample opportuMty to 
establish and flower profusely before the a r r i v a l of the true 
forest trees* 
b THB HmiOD OP THERWOPHILOUS VGGBTATIOIJ 
Hydrps^re Bev^lopmeg^t 
Sphagnum-dominated bog grew at Moorthwaite by Zone C12j> 
the surface was s t i l l below the water-table of the surrounding 
land and therefore not readily susceptible to any small chmges 
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i n precipitationo At Moorthifaite Moss, the acidification chango 
took place i n a large reservoir of open water surrounded by 
fringing vegetation into which a considerable volume of draiaagQ 
water must regularly have dischargedo The developsent of oligo-
trophy under these circumstances argues base°poor draiuiage water 
which i n turn suggests the development of leached and acid soils 
on the surrounding slopsso 
At Moorthwaite Moss the site i s unaffected by marine 
changes during this period, and t h e r e Is some slight evidence 
for lov7er water levels i n Zones 012 and 013 than at earlier times. 
At Moorthwaite Moss woodlands of thw st/amp carr type 
were important, at ^ east during Zones 010 to 012 (?I) and from 01^ 
(Vila) om/ards respectivelyo I t may have been tho establishment 
of a drier type of fen woodland i n Zone 012 which reduced accumula-
t i o n at Moorthwaite Moss u n t i l true bog conditions developed i n 
Zone 019 (Vl l b ) . 
There was the tendency for open water, euthophic, lakes 
to progress towards oligotrophy and the f i n a l establishment of a 
Sphagnum-dominated bog, viith or without an intercalated fen wood-
land stageo There i s no indication of any develDpnent from fen 
vjoodland towards the vegetation of the dry l a n d of the timoo 
Seedlings and young trees, whilst Intensloy light-demanding, are 
well able to survive on a l l but the most waterlogged s o i l s and 
these characteristics, together v r l t h i t s short generation t i m e add 
i n the vegetation took place during Zone 012. Betula pubescens was 
evidently further reduced at that t i m e . I t therefore seems very 
l i k e l y that birch woodlands were largely replaced by alder 
woodlands on waterlogged soils. I t i s also possible that some 
of the wetter elm iand oak woodlands wore, at least tenporarily, 
affected by competition from alder around their edges and 
possibly by the intrusion of alder into their regeneration cycles. 
The success of the alder over the birch seems to have been less 
marked at Moorthwaite Moss^ places evidently existed where bireh 
remained an important dominant throughout the forest poriodo 
Pollen of T i l i a cordata i s recorded cost co?monly from 
different zones? The number of grains recorded I s so smll? 
however^ as to make i t v i r t u a l l y certain that this species was 
not part of the vegetation of the Cumberland Lowland. Hedera 
helix was clearly a frequent and flowering plant Srom Zone Gil 
om/ards. Onl^ one pollen grain of Hedera i s recorded from Zone 
CIO at Moorthwaito but subsequently there i s no significant 
difference i n the distribution of this pollen type fpom zone to 
zone or site to site, i f i t s occurrences are assessed against the 
number of samples examined. 
The Causes of Vegetational Change 
Three processes, active during this period, must ^ 
explained, viZo (a) the great expansion &S Corylus followed by 
the a r r i v a l of Ulmus and Quercus and their establishment as the 
most significant dominants i n the vegetation^ (b) the encroachmed; 
of Quercus thromghout the period on areas occupied by Pinus anS 
Ulmus § and (c) the establishment and expansion of Alnus i n com;-
pe t i t i o n with Betulao 
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Corylus was already a constituent of the vegetation i n 
Zone 09 (IV-V) 9 although probably restricted to the most favoi:fffebl©| 
frost-free, l o c a l i t i e s . I t s falluro to extend substantially out-
side these for over a thousand years seems to imply a climatic 
l i m i t a t i o n v/hich vjas evidently overcome at the beginning of Zono 
010 (VI)§ ip«o at about 700O B.C. Followed, as i t was, by tho 
immigration of Ulmus and Quercus from great distances away, tho 
most l i k e l y cause of tho Corylus expansion into the Betula wood-
lands seems to have been a rise i n summer tempsratis?os together 
with an almost t o t a l eradieation of spring frosts. Mean maximum 
summer temperatures above 15^ 0 seem probalo. Corylus expanded 
before Ulmus and Quercus because i t s s lightly greater tolerance 
of cold, together with i t s short generation time and i t s aggressive 
invasion of l i g h t habitats, allowed i t to cross Suropo ahead of 
the other®** The f i r s t arrivals i n the B r i t i s h Isles may, indegd, 
have followed a western route, with i t s more oceanic climate, i n 
order to spread rapidly north-ward. Ulmus and Quercus arrived i n 
the area at about the same t l T ^ . I t may be that the occanicity 
of the west favoured the germination of tho frost-suscoptible 
scorns and so, at least i n part, offset the suporficially more 
e f f i c i e n t dispersal mechanism of the elm. The a r r i v a l and f i r s t 
establishment of these trees does not indicate any substantial 
amelioration i n climate beyond that already required by the bc«> 
haviour of Corylus* The apparent failure of the oaks to spread 
so quickly as the elm once both had arrived may well have beon the 
result of the oaks^ need for long warm suinmer periods for repaatod 
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production of heavy crops of f r u i t . Judging from the records of 
Hedera helix such conditions had developed by Zone C l l (about 6300KC3 
when also the mean temperatures for the coldest winter month must 
have exceeded about i«5°Ce 
The forests which were so established wore not stable, 
although the explanation of their establisiiment iaplies t h a t they 
were i n balance at least with the temperature conditions of the 
prevailing climate. The progressive modification of ths forest 
composition, resulting from the success of Quercus at t h e expense 
of Pinus and more particularly Ulmus, could have been due to the 
depauperation of the s o i l and the formation of mor by leaching 
under the oceanic conditions which prevailedo 
The immigration behaviour of Aluus glutinosa has been 
interpreted principally as i t s replacec^nt of Betula pubescens can 
poor8 waterlogged s o i l and i t s slight intrusion into the forest 
of dryer and better s o i l S o Jt has frequently been observed that 
the temperature recuireasnts of A. glutinosa are no less great than 
those of the forest trees which were growing i n western Europe long 
before i t s a r r i v a l there. The relative delay i n i t s establishment 
i s variously attributed to insufficiently damp conditions along 
i t s ralgratlon route (Godwin 1956) or to a want of adequate suoner 
warmth i n the west (Firbas 1^9 § Kubitzki 196I) or to inefficient 
seed dispersal without the aid of suitable running water (McVean 
1956b) o There can be no doubt that a fei-7 alder trees grei-; i n the 
Cumberland Lowland during Zone C l l and that these were i n inland, 
as well as coastal, sites. The expansion during Bone C12 (Boreal-
Atlantic Transition) occurred both within and beyond the tract 
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immediately affected by the ri s i n g sea of the time, so this 
factor alone cannot have been directly and t o t a l l y responsible 
for the change i n the vogetatlono I n competition with B. 
pubescens, stable spring weather ( i . e . the absence of late 
cold spells and strong winds) and more consistently high 
ground water tables with but rare periods of drought for the 
seedlings seem l i k e l y to have been the factors most conducive 
to the spread of A. glutinosa. Although not a l l aspects of 
and extremely oceanic Climate are favourable to the alder 
(McVean 1956b) p i t i s d i f f i c u l t to see how the changes docu-
mented above could have been attained other than by an increase 
i n the precipitations evaporation r a t i o through a c r i t i c a l 
range during Zone 012. I t does not seem necessary, however^ 
to suppose this to have been sudden. Oh the contrary, tho 
evidence suggests that i n this region i t vras the culmination 
of climatic tendencies which had been reducing the competitive 
power of the birch for some time. 
The major vegetational changes during this period 
seem to be accountable by assuming a substantial rise i n 
summer temperature maxima and winter temperature minima at 
about 7000 B.C. and a subsequent increase i n precipitation: 
evaporation r a t i o . These are two components of a markedly ' 
oceanic limate but they did not apparently progress at 
dire c t l y related rates. Thus the temperature change Is best 
envisaged as the culmination of the rather slower amelioration 
which had been i n progress since about 8500 3.C., under 
humidity conditions which had already long before become dis-
t i n c t l y oceanic. The r a i n f a l l was learly adequate then to 
allow the development of >mor' soils but i t was not u n t i l 
about 5500 B.C. that a further rise i n the precipitations 
evaporation r a t i o f i r s t began to affect the vegetation of the 
p a r t i a l l y waterlogged soils. I t i s conveivable, that even 
though precipitation might have increased regularly from the 
earliest post-Glacial (09, VJ) onwards, the establishment of 
forests i t s e l f temporarily retarded the overall effects of 
t h i s increase, by raising the rate and amount of water loss by 
transpiration. There i s no positive evildence for a 'Boreal' 
period of pronounced, dryness i n this region. I t seems l i l i e l y 
that the temperature changes were part of a general amelioration 
accompanying deglaciation while the humidity chage was the result 
of the eustatic extension of the oceans exacerbated i n this 
region by the extensive flooding of the shallower areas of the 
I r i s h to which i t gave rise. 
The tendency for bog to replace more outrophlc forma-
tions developed i n Zone CI6 ( V i l a ) . Thereafter, proably into 
the Christian era^ the mire grew upi/ards as Sphagnum-dominated 
units. So far as can be ascertained, the greater part of the 
central area of each of these bogs rose above the main effects 
of ground water during the following zone, C19. 
The time of achievement of independence of ground 
vrater was a function of factors local to the site. The general 
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teriKi of the actizal i loz&tic ccM^^ojition osistin:j at the t ino 
of studyj only af ter tills conposition is doscribcd aro concunities 
delimited aiid sviccossional relations considsred. I n ccsoiiso tbo 
approach i s based upon two beliefs s 
1) i'iiat thsro oi'e dis t inct species cosibinatiorKJ which repeat 
theiiiselves i n nature and 
2) That because of the cosiplesc inter-action oi plonts and 
liabitat, the f l o r i s t i c composition of the voeetation as a izrit 
i s dore meaningful than a l i s t of compocent species. f;tu(^ 
procedures fo l io : ; tuo atepsg eub-dividod as follows 
1) r i e l d /.nal^isp 
(a) selection of a site and i t s position and size. The 
species-area curve (Oostin»| 195>65 Vestal 19U9s and especially 
Goodall 1952} i s widely used to deterniine proper size and number 
of sample plots - The sites "aufna'r^jo", "relcvoo" or description 
i . e . i t s Gcocraidiical position, altitiudo etc. are civen, 
(b) doscripttion of the stand. The averac© hei;,til; and 
percentage cover of each layer of votetation are civerig also 
the f u l l f l o r i s t i c l i s t , absolutely tao species boin:^ lof«> 
unidoiit ified to ensure the va l id i ty of the results, Taon every 
species is jjiven a value for cover abundance and do;,rec of 
soc iabi l i ty , Lionaity waich is tlB ,J of jd-ots occuvjled my also 
be civen. Then f i n a l l y so i l profi les tay bo tiiven and also a 
fiCTtro f o r the area of the stand, 
2) iJata synthesis. 
Tliic i s used to detoriidne the det;ree of asciooiation of plant 
populations, Tiiis was dorjD by usin^' an assujiatiu.i tabic to sort 
out the charautcrictic plants into i,roups to typ i iy tiis plant 
coiiuiiunities or aei;aviations» The ccolo^jiot uses ot jor concepts to 
help hin define -"die associations of these the laoat iiaporiairt io 
f i d e l i t y , the f i r m adherence o i a species to an ar-soeiation, 
which is a good tasonoinic charautos', IhiriiborG deijotin;,: varioac 
degrees of f i d e l i t y are thoroforo ascirned to each coecios, 
5 - exclusive entirely confined to one C0'ni;iu!^ it3r. 
U - selective - found most IVequently i n one coaiEinity, 
3 - preferential - dominant i n one but found i n nta;^ comunities, 
2 - indifferent - no pronounced a f f i n i t y to any cosuiunitj, 
1 - strange intruders into another country, or relic, species 
with f i d e l i t i e s of 5, U or 3 are called charactorlctic species 
"ciiaracterarten"« 
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The results of tihe lo^atiens balaaminifera 
experiments urere rather diasapointingo Despite a l l the 
preoiiations which could I© designed, the plants suffered 
serious losses through grazing and rot t ing of the root 
systemo They v/ere also atteeked by fungal mycelia at 
the base of the stemo By the time precautions had been 
-bakenj, mai^ y of the plants and seeds had bee los t , 
leaving only a s ta t i s t ica l ly invalid number reanaining 
to orcpo 
Grazing losses v;ere reduced be covering the crops 
witfa f ins guage nylon nettingo IMs eliminated the 
major pes l a , which xie^e found to be large black slugs 
l i v i n g i n the matted roots of the Briophorum plants« 
However, even so the snaller 'keel" slugs found their 
vtfay i n and destroyed large numbers of remaining plantso 
The problsa of rot t ing of the root systems vjaa 
tackled by raising seed boxes , in which the plants trefe 
growing, above the (varyipg) m t e r level prevalent 
i n the bog at the timeo V/ater avai labi l i ty vas 
ensured by pla(?ing peat and Sphagnum moss under the 
seed boxeso ' nly capillary water ms attracted to 
the vermiculite rooting medium, so i t ms hoped that 
i t would contain svifficient a i r and oxygen to allow the 
roots to surviveo However, the situation a not 
relieved to any large extent and the cropping results 
of the irapatiens controls were s i low as to be 
i is ignif icanto 
Similarly when thesen low level crops were • 
harvested and put into the cool room, a t 4°C, the plants 
died and rot ted, thus destroying the f i r s t harvest 
oompletelyo 
Control plants grovm i n ^rden s o i l i n Durhaa at 
S t o Chad's College had oialy r^ohsa 20omo i n hsi^t by-
August 26th 0 Thsy only v/ei^ed 3grso dry weight, so 
this part of the experiment also gave insignificant 
results o 
Conclusions 
I t i s sugges ted that a more hydrt^hjtio indicator 
- control plant he usedj, one which can trithsteina 
greater amounts of \7aterl0ggings but one Tirtiich can 
also tTithstand dry lanfl conditionse Suggested plants 
may include Cardamine pratensis 
Veronica bcocabunga 
IJimulus guttatus 
The l a t t e r would probably be the most preferable, as i t 
can ^Tithstand a large variation i n imter regime, and is 
a useful infiioator of prevailix?g nutrient conditions o 
Addenda 
fi dry w e i ^ t Sphagmaa reourvum = water retention 
r o f o Green Bo Ho ( 1 9 ^ ) Seme studies of water / peat / plant 
relationships wi th special reference to ITybunbury Iloss, 
Cheshireo 
r a i n analysis ppm 1 Ga 
1o8 Oo1 1 o 9 
Oo9 Oo3 1 o 6 
pine wood 8o1 6o2 9o8 
8p1 1 5 o 0 
l 2 o 1 ko5 5 o 2 
5c1 Oo5 3 o 4 
Sphagnum lawn 3 c 4 1o6 4 o 0 
4 c 5 3 « 6 
5 o 4 Oo5 3o5 
1o1 1o5 
Soak (standis]g water i n 6 , 0 1o8 
Sphagnum reourvum) 6o3 Oo3 1 o 9 
Sphagnum lawn ooinmunities 625 
Oxycoccus palustris 1 0 0 
Sphagnum recurvum ° 98 
15riphorm vagimtum 82 
Eriophorm angustifolium 7 0 
Droseza rotundifolia 5 4 
Erica te t ra l ix 38 
Empetrum nigrum 32 
Calluna vulgaris 30 
Polytriohum silvatic\an 2 4 
Aulacomnoum palustre 2 0 
Sphagnvsn papillosum 1 8 
So cuspidatum 1 4 
So rubellum 12 
Mylia anomola 12 
40 
J o Tiloolo ( 1 9 6 4 ) 
volo 52 po 255o 
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